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SPORTS: Calloway County High Sweeps Prep
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WASHINGTON (AP) — A new
budget estimate, which says the government will need to use $9 billion
of Social Security reserves to make
ends meet, foreshadows a difficult
fall for Congress as it struggles to
pass spending bills for next year.
Democrats are already calling on
President Bush to submit a new
budget request that reflects lower
surplus projections. The nonpartisan
Congressional Budget Office says
the shrinking surplus is mainly due
to the 10-year, $1.35 trillion tax cut
and the sluggish economy.
"This is happening much faster
than even we thought it would happen, and it is a failure of the president's budget," said House Minority
Leader Dick Gephardt, D-Mo.
Monday's CBO update, coming
less than a week after a sunnier
White House forecast, could severely crimp the ability of the president
and Congress to fund their priorities:
increasing defense and education
spending, providing a Medicare prescription drug benefit, paying for a
new farm subsidy program and
extending expiring tax breaks.
Yet Republicans say the tax cut,
particularly the $40 billion in tax
refund checks that have already
started hitting mailboxes nationwide,is just the medicine needed for
the economy's ills and that key
spending priorities can still be met,
albeit at lower levels than
Democrats want.
"Democrats may be kicking and
screaming because tax cuts took
away their spending moneY, but
Americans are laughing all the way
to the bank," said House Budget
Committee Chairman Jim Nussle,
R-Iowa.
The CBO now projects the total
budget surplus for the fiscal year
that ends Sept. 30 at $153 billion —
$162 billion from Social Security,
minus the $9 billion needed to balance the books.
The surplus is down $122 billion
from the CBO's May estimate but
still an enormous amount. The first
installment of Bush's tax cut
accounted for two-thirds of the
reduction, with most of the rest due
to dwindling tax revenues from the
slowing economy.
The CBO predicts the government will return to a small nonSocial Security surplus of $2 billion
in fiscal 2002,even assuming somewhat higher spending next year
compared with 2001. But the office
projects the government will use
$18 billion out of the retirement program in 2003 and $3 billion in 2004
as more of the tax cuts kick in.
Over the next 10 years, the CB0
is forecasting a $3.4 trillion surplus,
including Social Security, down
from $5.6 trillion in its May forecast. The tax cut and the associated
changes in interest costs account for
more than $1.7 trillion of the surplus
reduction.
. The White House Office of
Management and Budget last week
also forecast a shrinking surplus, but
it projected a non-Social Security
surplus of $1 billion this year and
next.
Diverting Social Security money
has no practical effect on the program, although it does prevent the
government from paying down public debt as quickly as it otherwise
would. Making Social Security
exempt from such invasions has
become a political priority as
Republicans and Democrats sought
recognition as its greatest protector.
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AG: Hospital
Board violated
meetings law
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
In a report released Friday, State
Attorney General Ben Chandler
found the Murray/Calloway County
Hospital Board was in violation of
the Open Meetings Law for a meeting it held March 14.
Attorney
Randy
County
Hutchens filed a complaint with the
Attorney General's office over a
meeting to nominate officers to
serve on the hospital board. Murray
City Council and Calloway County
Fiscal Court then selects the members from this nomination list.
He said the board did not give
proper notice of the meeting, took a
secret ballot vote on board members, and took improper minutes.
"It (the attorney general's opinion) basically agreed with what I
said," Hutchens said Monday.
The decision is another segment
of on-going action between the
Calloway County Fiscal Court and

BRANDI WILLIAMS Ledger &
Times photos

COMING OUT OF THEIR
SHELLS ... Third grader Ian
Holmes and second grader
Paige Van Pelt (above)
examine an incubator in the
Murray
Elementary
School's library yesterday
as chickens began hatching (at right), albeit a day
early. The experiment was
to learn about other life
forms. The incubator was
furnished by the local 4-H
Extension Office, while the
eggs were donated by
ConAgra.

the hospital board. The two are currently in the middle of a lawsuit
determining the legality in funds
that were transferred by the hospital
board to the hospital's Foundation.
"Now the hospital board has to
remedy the situation. And if they
don't, we'll take them to Circuit
Court and make them," Hutchens
said.
The board members are allowed
30 days to appeal the decision.
Hospital attorney Steven Sanders
said the board is unsure what it will
do.
"The board really hasn't had time
to decide what they are going to
do," he said yesterday.
Isaac Coe. CEO of the hospital,
said he did not feel it was right to
comment on the matter yet.
Calloway
County
JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins said he had
not had a chance to read the report.
"I do not want to comment until I
have read the report," he said.

Watson's bond
reinstatement
request denied
He was arrested and sent to the
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Calloway County Detention Center
Staff Writer
The attorney for Ricky Watson until his appeal where he is currentappeared in district court Monday to ly housed.
Watson's attorney,
have Watson's bond
Ben Lookofsky said
reinstated, to only
"I believe Mr.
he felt that Watson
have his request
been in jail long
had
denied.
has
Watson
enough and should
In July, Watson
learned his
have his bond reinwas found guilty of
lesson."
stated or be placed
animal cruelty for
—Ben under home incarcerallegedly starving his
on target to cut its overall debt by herd, of horses and
Lookofsky ation.
"I believe Mr.
was
He
goats.
some $450 million to about $25.5
Attorney for
has learned
Watson
on
bond
on
released
Ricky Watson
billion by year's end, Smith said.
lesson,"
his
he
that
condition
the
fell
expenses
interest
TVA's net
Lookofsky said. "I
$33 million and $57 million, respec- not purchase or be in
tively, for the quarter and first nine contact with any animals. But don't think you are going to have
months of the year aided in part by Watson's bond was revoked on Aug. any problems with him having any
the Federal Reserve's rate cuts on 13 by District Court Judge Leslie animals in his possession."
Furches said she did not revoke
Furches because he was accused of
short-term borrowing.
bond to teach him a lesson.
Watson's
purby
conditions
those
violating
TVA paid $399 million in debt
"It was revoked because he didn't
service in the third quarter and near- chasing horses and having animals
on his property.
•See Page 2
ly $1.4 billion for the year so far.

TVA posts $25 million loss
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) The Tennessee Valley Authority on
Monday blamed a third-quarter loss
of $25 million on a mixture of a
mild spring, too little rain and rising
fuel prices.
"This is usually a pretty difficult
quarter for us because it is the period of the year with probably the
least amount of sales and the least
amount of demand," Chief Financial
Officer David Smith said.

The federal utility reported a net
loss of $25 million for the AprilJune period on $1.627 billion in revenues, compared with a $5 million
loss on $1.648 billion in revenues
for the same period a year ago.
Still, TVA is 5144 million in the
black for the year, compared to $107
million at this time in 2000, as it
heads into the hot, high-demand
fourth quarter of summer.
Meantime, the agency remains

Calloway graduate first recipient ofJeff Green Scholarship
president.
This fall. Whitney Coleman, a December
candidate for graduation and last year's recipient of the James M. Lassiter pre-law student
of the year award, will be the first recipient of
the Jeff Green Memorial Scholarship. A political science major and legal studies minor.
Coleman feels very honored to be the first
recipient of this scholarship.
"I did not know Jeff personally, but feel
very honored and excited that I am the first
recipient of the scholarship in his memory,"
she said. "I have learned about divorce and
abuse, and that a very important part of the
law is being there for the victims and helping
them to understand the situations."
Dr. Joe Chaney. MSU senior lecturer of
political science. said Coleman is very
deserving of this memorial scholarship.
"Jeff's best virtue was altruism — he truly

education and was a strong political voice for
Special to the Ledger
As the area mourned the loss of State Sen. the state on domestic violence and child abuse
Jeff Green four years ago on Sept. 5, 1997, a issues.
At the time of his death, the Jeff Green
huge void was left in the lives of many.
A native of Hickman, Ky., Jeff graduated Memorial Scholarship was established
from Murray State University in 1975 and through the generous gifts of the family and
from Chase Law School in 1979. As a child, friends in his honor and memory
Green received his B.S. with a double
he lived across from the Hickman County
Courthouse, and learned early about the law major in history and political science and was
system from sitting in the courtroom and very active on campus. He was a member of
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity, the Student
watching trials.
Green began his public service in 1984 as Government Association, Pi Sigma Alpha
the Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney in (political science honor society), Omicron
Graves County and continued until 1992. A Delta Kappa national honor society, was
short time later, he was elected state senator named to Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges, and was
in 1991.
A 1990 MSU Golden Horseshoe recipient president of both his sophomore and senior
recipient of the Outstanding classes. He continued to serve his alma mater
and the
Legislator Award from the Kentucky Victims' through the MSU Alumni Association from
Coalition in 1995, Jeff placed a high value on 1985-92 and served as vice president and
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loved others as much as himself and was a
very deep. genuine good soul," explained
Chaney. "Whitney is the same way. She gets
along with everyone. She is definitely in the
top one percent of students whom I have
taught at MSU."
Sen. Bob Jackson, a personal friend of
Jeff's and a 1985 graduate of MSU, said he
believes Green would strongly agree with the
selection of Coleman as the first recipient.
"Jeff and his wife, Sharon, were extremely
proud supporters of MSU and also of higher
education," he said. "I think it is only fitting
that the scholarship would go to Whitney
Coleman since she is a political science
major, as Jeff's three loves were family, MSU
and politics."
Coleman. a 1998 graduate of Calloway

•See Page 2
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each winning ticket worth $73.7 lucky streak for Pat
By The Associated Press
Three of the four winners of the million, winners also have the Wales, 60.
She won $20 in a
$294.8 million Powerball jackpot option of taking $2.9 million per
Maine
lottery
claimed their shares Monday. year for 25 years.
Up first in the parade of jackpot Saturday, then folincluding a Maine couple who hid
their winning ticket in a box of cere- winners was Edwards, who said he lowed that up with a
al, a medical records clerk from was recently laid off from his fiber Megabucks win for
Minnesota and a 46-year-old ex- optics job, needs back surgery and $5.
"Then she starthad no idea what he was going to do
convict from Kentucky.
"It's a poor man's dream," David once his unemployment benefits ran ed to think, 'Maybe Edwards
this is my lucky
Edwards said at the Louisville out.
He bought $8 worth of tickets — day," Gamey said.
Slugger Museum in Louisville, Ky.
He said she bought Powerball
The jackpot is the third-biggest seven for himself and one for his
store
tickets
at a convenience store in
convenience
at
a
—
fiancee
history.
The
lottery prize in U.S.
four winning tickets in Saturday just 90 minutes before the drawing. Rollinsford, N.H., then stayed up
"I said, 'Help me Lord. I know it past her bedtime to watch the drawnight's drawing of the multistate lotnot be right of me to ask you ing. When she realized she had won,
might
in
Kentucky,
tery were sold
Minnesota, New Hampshire and this, but can you just let me win "she began to cry and tremble,"
Garmey said. She tried to awaken
this?" he said.
Delaware.
The Maine couple, Pat and Erwin her 70-year-old husband, telling
Except for the holder of the
Delaware ticket, all the winners Wales of Buxton, did not attend a him, "Erwin, we won the
were identified Vonday and all news conference in Concord, N.H. Powerball," Garmey said.
"And he said, 'Uh huh: and he
chose the lump-siim payment of But their lawyer, Terrence Garmey,
$41.4 million, before taxes. With described their jackpot as pan of a rolled aer and went back to sleep."
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Bus crash
caused by
human error
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Human error caused the Greyhound
bus accident earlier this month that
left one man dead and 45 people
injured, but state authorities stopped
short of saying the driver fell asleep.
The Tennessee Highway Patrol
on Monday released the preliminary
findings of its investigation into the
Aug. 19 accident on Interstate 24
northwest of Nashville.
Col. Jerry Scott of the highway
patrol said there was no evidence of
speeding, mechanical failure or the
involvement of another vehicle in
the crash.

Green ...
Hopkinsville Federal Bank •From
Front
gains Benton property
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. — HopFed Bancorp, Inc. announced Monday
that its subsidiary, Hopkinsville Federal Bank, has acquired property at
105 West Fifth St., Benton, Ky., formerly owned by Farm Bureau
Insurance. The purchase is in response to the Banks growth in the
Marshall County market.
The 3600 sq. ft. facility will provide the space necessary to continue to
meet the growing needs of the customers in this community. The Batik
expects to occupy the new facility in the spring of 2002.
Commenting on the announcement, John B. Peck, President and Chief
Executive Officer, said, "...growth in the Marshall County market is far
beyond projections. Market Manager Paul Thurman and his staff, and the
Marshall County Community Board, has done a tremendous job. We truly
appreciate the community's response and are delighted to have the opportunity to provide superior service to our customers."
HopFed Bancorp, Inc., a holding company for Hopkinsville Federal
Bank, has six bank offices in western Kentucky and many of its stockholders are customers and residents of the market locations in
Hopkinsville, Murray, Cadiz, Elkton and Marshall County.
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SHERRY McCLAIN/MSU News photo

JEFF GREEN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP ... The first recipient of
the Jeff Green Memorial Scholarship at Murray State University
was recently chosen. Whitney Coleman (left), a 1998 graduate of
Calloway County High School and a senior at Murray State, was
selected for the award. Shown on campus with Coleman is the
family of the late Sen. Jeff Green — next to Coleman is Jeff's
wife, Sharon, with sons Tyler, 14, and Alex, 11.
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tor of the governor's office of child
abuse and domestic violence servicCounty High School, recently took es, said Green's genuineness was an
the LSAT test and is a candidate for attribute that swayed many people
law school. She is actively involved to see his side of an issue whether
on MSU's campus as secretary for they were Democrat or Republican.
the Student Law Association and a
"Jeff had a unique vision as to
member of four different honor where the Commonwealth needs to
societies. In addition, Coleman has go to best serve its citizens, while at
been a Summer Orientation coun- the same time being a master of figselor for two years, a student ambas- uring out the political strategy for
sador and is a member of Alpha getting there," Jordan said."He couOmicron Pi social sorority. She is pled his burning desire to serve the
also working for her brother, Trevor public with the acute interest of the
Coleman, in his law practice in nuts and bolts of the political sysMurray.
tem."
Sharon, Jeff's wife and a 1980
Sherry McClain, news manager
graduate of MSU, serves on the in MSU marketing and public relaMSU Alumni Association's board of tions, said Green was a "one of a
governors and was most recently kind" person. -There was no class
appointed a member of the Jackson system with Jeff," she said. "In his
Purchase Medical Center board of eyes, everyone was completely
trustees. She is continuing Jeff's equal."
strong beliefs through her position
Sharon concurred as she recalled
as the crime victim advocate for the a favorite card she received when
Graves County Attorney's Office Jeff died.
and remains steadfast to the issues
"Among all of the heartfelt
and concerns that she and Jeff sup- words of sentiment that I received
ported together.
when Jeff died, there is one card that
-Jeff would be honored that is a favorite of mine," she
Coleman is a recipient of the schol- explained. "A young woman who
arship," she said.
had cashiered for years at a grocery
While Jeff Green carried a strong store, sent a note that told me that
voice for the people into legislation every time Jeff went into the groand politics and drafted numerous cery store he always talked to her
legislation regarding domestic vio- and made her feel like she was a
lence and child abuse issues, he also president of some corporation."
remained loyal to his alma mater
Prior to Jeff's death, he received
and exemplified this through many one of the state's first "Peace in
endeavors he embraced.
Kentucky Homes" Awards from the
Patti Jones, associate director of Kentucky
Domestic
Violence
MSU alumni affairs, said Jeff Green Association. The plaque reads: "In
was very dedicated to his alma recognition of your demonstrated
mater.
commitment to making peace in
"He never missed a board meet- Kentucky homes a reality." Today,
ing during his tenure as alumni this plaque hangs in the foyer.of the
president." Jones Green Center for Advocacy in
association
recalled. "Only hours after his son, Mayfield, Ky. The building, which
Alex, was born, Green still made an houses Sharon's office, was recently
appearance at the Emeritus Club so named in memory of Jeff and in
luncheon during the Alumni honor of Sharon's desire for the jusWeekend activities in 1990, where tice that she continues to fight for in
he presided as the president of the her late husband's memory.
MSU Alumni Association."
To contribute to the Jeff Green
Green's sincerity, dedication and Memorial Scholarship at Murray
loyalty to his alma mater were also State University, establish a scholarattributes that aided him throughout ship or for more information, conhis political career.
tact Leigh Perry at 762-3131.
Carol B. Jordan, executive direc-
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A variety of childbirth programs
and experts will help you start
your incredible journey with
the knowledge you need.

A hand to hold on your journey

Childbirth Fair
presented by

Western Baptist Hospital
September 9, 2001, 1 p.m.— 3 p.m.
Located in the Atrium of Doctor's Office Building 2
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Whether you're having a baby orjust thinking about it, our Childbirth Fair is the perfect start to your
new journey Afull tour will introduce you to our new birthing center our nursery and you'll meet our
experienced and caring staff You'll see our newly-renovated OB suites and receive pregnancy parenting
and child safety information. Plus, you'll have a chance to win one of30 door prizesfrom exhibitors!
Call 270-575-BABYfor more irdormation,

• See our newly renovated
post-partum suites designed
for your family's comfort and
our six new labor/delivery/
recovery rooms.
• Take a tour of our new
nursery, including a private
procedure room and special
care nursery.
• Meet and greet staff members
dedicated to your journey.
• Talk one-on-one with a
lactation consultant.
• Learn more about our
ultrasound facility.
• .loin Our First or Our No%
Addition program to get your
pregnancy off to a healthy
start.
• Discover the benefits of
exercise before and after
your pregnancy with our
Fit Pregnancy program.
• Baby yourself and your baby
with information about infant
massage and prenatal
massage therapy.
• Learn more about our many
maternal child classes,
women's health education
and resources.

WESTERN
BAprisr
.
HOSPITAL
2501

Kentucky Avenue • Paducah, KY
270-575-2100
wvAv.westernbaptist.com

From Front
follow the bond conditions,"
Furches said. "I am not changing
that bond."
Watson is scheduled to appear in
district court again Sept. 4 at 10
a.m. for an assault and resisting
arrest charge from the day his bond
was revoked.

School Is Open
DRIVE SAFELY
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or I.R.A. maturing?

5.75%
(August, 2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3 00°c Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

BOB CORNELISON
STUART ALEXANDER
TIM THURMOND
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Child malnutrition dropping world-wide

Deaths
Mrs. Dorothy Adams Cooper
Mrs. Dorothy Adams Cooper, 81, Gibbs Store Road, Murray, died
Sunday, Aug. 26, 2001, at 6:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Preceding her in death were three sisters, Katie
Charlton, Irene (Penny) Miller and Catherine Adams,
and four brothers, Odell, Hafford, Carlie and Harry
Adams. Born July 12, 1920, she was the daughter of
the late Everett Adams and Effie Booker Adams.
Mrs. Cooper was a member of South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church.
Survivors include her husband, Hewlett Cooper, to
Cooper whom
she was married July 27, 1940; two daughters,
Mrs. Sheila C. Seay and husband, Tim, Tullahoma, Tenn., and Mrs.
Cynthia C. Barnes and husband, Tanny, Murray; two sons, Hew R.
Cooper and wife, Nancy, Moneta, Va., and Kevin L. Cooper, Santa
Clarita, Calif.; six grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller
Funeral Home. The Rev. Bob Saywell and the Rev. Jack Dickerson will
officiate. Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
-Ixpressions of sympathy may be made to UMW of South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church, c/o Martha Butterworth, 4497 St. Rt.
94W, Murray, KY 42071.

Elmer Hillman Wyatt
Elmer Hillman Wyatt, 71, Ferndale, Mich., formerly of Calloway
County, died Saturday, Aug. 25, 2001, at William Beaumont Hospital
there.
He retired in 1982 from the Mack stamping plant of Chrysler, and
self-employed as an inground sprinkler repair and maintenance man. An
avid reader, he enjoyed riding his bicycle.
Mr. Wyatt was born April 17, 1930, in Hazel.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Barbara Legg Wyatt, to whom he
was married June 23, 1951, in Highland Park, Mich.; three daughters,
Mrs. Cheryl Panczak, and husband, Christopher, Waterford, Mich., Mrs.
Julie Former, Troy, Mich., and Mrs. Jill Poole and husband, Kevin,
Clinton Township, Mich.; two grandchildren, Lindsay Panczak and
Nicholas Panczak.
The memorial service will be tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in the
chapel of William Sullivan and Son Funeral Home, Royal Oak, Mich.
Visitation is from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Tuesday) at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Diabetes
Association.

While drought and other climate
WASHINGTON
( I- ects. India will impro‘e somewhat
Worldwide child maln
tion will yet still be home to one-third of the conditions cannot be predicted,
decline by 20 percent y 2020, but world's malnourished children. changes in government policy.
132 million children still won't These improvements will be made such as free trade and about $10
have enough food t grow up as the world's population increases billion a year in increased spendhealthy, a new report fo casts.
from 6 billion to 7.5 billion, the ing on agricultural research, health
care and education, could more
Improved crop yields, slowing report predicts.
However, sub-Saharan Africa than double the rate of the decline,
population growth and increased
international trade will contribute will get worse, with the number of the report says.
"Progress in reducing child malto the decline, says the report, malnourished children increasing
"2020 Global Food Outlook," writ- by 18 percent to 39 million, the nutrition is unconscionably slow."
Per
Pinstrup-Andersen
of
ten by the International Food report says.
Today,"one-third of all children Denmark, director general of the
Policy Research Institute in
in sub-Saharan Africa continue to institute, said in a statement. "Yet
Washington.
Latin America is expected to go to bed hungry and have their we have the power to change that."
The Washington-based institute
eliminate almost all of its child mental and physical development
malnutrition, and China will compromised by the ravages of was formed to study food issues
affecting the developing world and
reduce it by half, the report proj- hunger," it says.

Beach patrol keeps shark
infested surf beach closed
NEW SMYRNA BEACH, Ha.
(AP)-Beach Patrol officials decided to keep a one-mile stretch of the
popular surfing beach closed
Monday morning after spotting about
20 sharks swimming offshore.
Beach Patrol officials made their
decision after surveying the coast by
helicopter early Monday. They kept
to that decision after another fly-over
later in the day and the 10th shark
attack in the past 10 days, said
Deputy Chief Ron Futch.
William Goettel,69, New Smyrna
Beach, was bitten at about 4:30 p.m
EDT Monday while swimming near
the 27th Avenue beach approach.
several miles south of the area of the
other recent shark attacks.
Goettel told authorities he was in
murky, waist-deep water when he felt
something grab his left heel.
"He said it grabbed and then
released," said Capt. Dave Williams
of the Beach Patrol. "He never saw
it."
Goettel left after being treated at
the scene by Beach Patrol officers,
saying he would seek further medical
attention if needed.

The funeral for Mrs. Lorene Jackson was today (Tuesday) at 10 a.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Howell R. Clark and
Dr. Allan Beane officiated. Mrs. Oneida White presented the music.
Pallbearers were Max Boyd, Tommy Colson, Tim Coles, Gerald
Coles, Mark Jackson and Lee Jackson. Burial was in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Jackson, 89, Locust Grove Road, Murray, died Saturday. Aug
25, 2001, at 2:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Joe. C. Jackson, died Nov. 7, 1996. Two sisters, Treva
Jones and Nell Outland, also preceded her in death. Born Feb. 17, 1912,
in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Joseph Sanders
Colson and Evie Ellis Colson.
Mrs. Jackson was a member of Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
Survivors include one son, Charles B. Jackson and wife, Judith, two
sisters, Mrs. LoveIla Boyd and Mrs. Hilda Pennington, and one brother,
Cletus Colson and wife. Wanda, all of Murray; two grandchildren,
Charles Mark Jackson and wife, Lisa, Buchanan, Tenn., and Lee
Anthony Jackson and wife, Kristina, Murray; three great-grandchildren,
Kelli. Logan and Cody Jackson.
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GREGG PACHKOWSKI, Daytona
Beach News-Journal /AP Photo
Don Owens of New York City
inspects a T-shirt dipicting a
shark while shopping in New
Smyrna Beach, Fla., Saturday,
where vendors were cashing
in on the town's recent shark
plunge in the news by offering
various shark merchandise.
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How ABour AN ANNUITY?
Woodmen's Flexible Premium an 1
Single Premium Deferred Annuitie,
are competitive alternatives to
other savings plans
The initial guaranteed rate' for
amounts over $5,000 is

5.25

'This rate is guaraniced
for the first month and
then can Sam month4
Of CAA he locked in for
one year

300 Mapk Si, Suite 102
Murray, KY 42071
270-759-0235

JIL WOODMEN OF THE WORLD/
OMAHA WOODMEN
LIFE INSURANCE SMUTS
OMAHA NERRA.SKS
HONE 0151t
i ill liti is,ll

Price

Chg

Dos Jones Ind. As g,
10314.40 • 67.95
Air Products
43.00 - 0.12
AOL Time Warner
41.34 - 0.31
AT&T
19.16 + 0.10
Bell South
37.30' 0.44
Briggs & Stratton
38.98 + 0.01
Bristol Myers Squibb 58.26. 0.59
Caterpillar
52.23 - 0.23
Daimler Chrysler
46.25 - 0.20
Dean Foods
43.34 + 0.19
Exxon-Mobil
40.96 - 0.09
Ford Motor
20.27 + 0.02
General Electric
41.64 - 0.53
General Motors
56.34 - 0.35
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ..53.50 - 0.19
Goodrich
33.67 - 0.11
Goodyear
25.23 + 0.29
HopFed Bank*
12.55 B 12.65 A
IBM
106.30 - 0.56
Ingersoll Rand
41.62 - 0.07
Intel
29.31 + 0.16
Kroger
26.33 - 0.14
Lucent Tech
7.45 + 0.12
Mattel
17.61 - 0.27
McDonalds
29.95 - 0.32
67.91 - 0.79
Merck
Microsoft
62.23 - 0.08
24.94. 0.04
J.C. Penney
46.81 - 0.07
Pepsico, Inc
40.59 - 0.36
Pfizer, Inc.
39.12 - 0.44
Schering-Plough
43.29 - 0.74
Sears
69.85 - 0.15
Texaco
43.92 + 0.19
Union Planters
24.57 + 0.07
US Bancorp
32.75 - 0.19
UST
49.96 - 0.43
Wal-Mart
13.14 - 0.13
Worldcom Inc
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Sealy
Hayes

Twin Set
Full Set
King Set

906 N. 17th Street • Mayfield, KY •(270)247-1220
510 S. 4th Street • Murray, KY •(270)767-9295

500

76 7 - 9 1 1 1

Sealy
Posturepedic
Competition
Plush

'499

'699

FREE Delivery!On Purchase Of Sealy
Posturepedic Sleep Set

FREE Set Up And Removal!
FREE 90 Days Same As Cash!

Poslurepeche'ipport
Only From Sealy

FREE

Sealy
Posturepedic
Ceremony
Plush

Queen Set
Queen Set
5
'249 Twin Set
349 Twin Set 5479
'369 Full Set
5599
5449 Full Set
5
'599 King Set
749 King Set 5949

EaZ

Nights/Weekend
Minutes

Ttvirt
(Each Piece(

Digital Phone'
Hook up your home phone service!

iteative ,9Ktekions

C
N. reetiv.V
No credit Cnocitl

Call us to compare!

$39.95 Plus tax

Some restrictions may apo y Cellular sen.ri;,e sJtaie,:t to credit cneck and abproval
Fee MI be charged ter ealy tern rabon of =-1-ac". Dthe',estrc1ons nay aonly up'es 373'':1

OF MAYFIELD. INC.
Hours: Mon. thru Sat. 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
247-4488
Mayfield
On The Square
90 DAYS SAME.45 CASH - VISA & MASTERCARD ACCFPTID

FEED THE KIDS FOR ONLY 99C!!!
I can feed the
whole family for
under

mum
Oiimirwesii
•

PIZZA
Roc„s

OUR TAKE
& BAKE
PIZZAS

11

are great anytime,
because we make them
fresh to order.
(Freeze for months if needed)

.

4

Pizzeria Quality Pizza That
You Bake At Home!

TAKE & BAKE PIZZA
Buy One 13" Cheese Pizza For $6.99
and Get One 13" Cheese Pizza For

9

4
Plus Tax

Extra Toppings Additional
Carryout Special Only

WE MAKE IT,
YOU TAKE IT,
AND
THEN BAKE IT!

TAKE & BAKE PIZZA
Buy One 15" Cheese Pizza For $7.99
and Get One 15" Cheese Pizza For

9

4
Plus Tax

Extra Toppings Additional
Carryout Special Only

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc - price unchanged

Greg Miller
Field Representative

Sealy Starting As Low As $9Q
'''""

Prices as of 9 AM
Company

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
Dixie Chicks sued Sony Music
Entertainment, accusing the company of cheating them out of more than
$4 million in royalties, the Los
Angeles Times reported Tuesday.
The Grammy-winning countrypop group also wants to terminate a
seven-album deal it signed with the
Japanese corporation in 1997, the
Times reported.
Emily Robison, Martie Seidel
and Natalie Maines Pasdar have sold
nearly 20 million albums that have
generated more than $175 million.
The singers contend Sony engaged
in -systematic thievery" to rob
recording artists out of royalty earnings.

STIRSPAII.

'399
Queen Set

(Bet-tint:1 Hardee. or. Cho•tnut St t

Stock Market
Report

EXCLUSIVE SI- ALI

Plush

verrmnwireless

Ply

'

WE BUY
• Aluminum • Cans
• Brass• Copper

Dixieland Shopping Center
Incest/wilts Silirc 1854

NVI1

All Sealy Sleep Sets Sale Ends 9-1-01

Eddie Langston
alner

CELLTOUCH,inc.

receives financial support from
private donations worldwide, as
well as a number of governments
and public organizations, including
the World Bank and the United
Nations.
To prevent the worsening conditions in sub-Saharan Africa, governments will have to promote
modern farming methods, such as
using fertilizer and irrigation, 'to
improve crop yields, and provide
roads, clean water and education,
the report says. These are needed
to move the region from subsistence farming to a system of modern commercial agriculture.

MATTRESS
CLOSE-OUT
SALE
On

Mrs. Lorene Jackson

Dixie
Chicks sue
Sony, cancel
contract
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Court Square
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270-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

HIWARD
LYONS
SINCE 1454

Our Ri s/ liitstpp,tiit I. You.
J J 5 lard *l irons Inc • Morntaar Peg and sartc

Pagleats

970 Chestnut St., Murray

753-2975
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Main Street

Cal's Thoughts

By CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
Ledger Columnist •

By CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist

Resources for
people who care

Run, Al,
Run!

The title sounds a little screwy, but Jacqueline
Marcell's "Elder Rage or, Take My Father ... Please!
How to Survive Caring for Aging Parents" may be just
what the ordered for adult children and spouses caring
for "difficult" elder loved ones.
Marcell poses questions that many caregivers are
afraid to answer honestly. She asks,"Are you trying to
cope with an elderly loved one who:
• Makes unreasonable demands, wanting all of your
time?
• Is obsessed with sickness and death but refuses counseling?
• Has become depressed, manipulative, distrustful or hostile'?
Marcell is not just a smart-aleck with a knack for earning endorsements
and reviews in such publications as AARPIs Bulletin, Journal of Longevity,
CalifOrnia Nurse. hfrySomething Magazine and others. The author is also
a devoted caregiver who used 'tough love" and behavior modification on
her 85-year-old father.
She applied the same concepts to his physicians, making sure her parent
had a correct diagnosis and proper medications. To learn more about the
book, visit Jacqueline Marcelfs Web site: http://www.elderRage.com.
Another new book."Symphony of Spirits: Encounters with the Spiritual
Dimensions of Alzheimer's" takes a kinder, gentler, New Age approach to
one of the most feared aging diseases. Writer Deborah A. Forrest proposes
a new way of looking at life, death and dementia that values Alzheimer' s
_patients as "undiscovered treasures."4
Forrest, a clinical psychologist and former registered nurse, earned her
Ph.D. under the tutelage of Dr. Elizabeth Kubler-Ross, a pioneer in the
study of death and dying:
Dr. Forrest's hook is based on experiences she had when she took a
temporary position at a geriatric hospital. She quickly learned that her professional training had not prepared her for the physical and mental challenges of working with elderly patients suffering from dementia.
Three of her colleagues. Native American nurses. with deeply held spiritual beliefs, helped Forrest appreciate the special wisdom that could be
culled from Alzheimer's patients.
More details about the book are available at Amazon.com.
'David Snowdon, Ph,D., takes a totally different look at getting old in
"Aging With Grace.: What the Nun Study Teaches Us About Leading
Longer, Healthier and More Meaningtul Lives."
Since 1986. Snowdon has led an ongoing research program that
involves 678 members of the School Sisters of Notre Dame in seven convents across the U.S. The nuns range in age from 75 to 106.
One of the realizations Snowdon's work has yielded is the understanding that, "Aging is not the cause of the health problems of old age. Disease
is the culprit."
By studying the elderly nuns and learning about their lives. Snowdon
has begun to unlock some of the mysteries of aging,such as:
• The rote of diet and exercise as key to avoiding Alzheimer's symptoms.
•The importance of certain foods - and the social role of mealtime - in
maintaining healthy function of hearts, minds and souls of the elderly.
• The power of community. faith and purpose in extending life.
• Why treatment of depression is key to health aging.
• How linguistic ability in early life seems to deter Alzheimer's.
More information about the "nun study" is available at
www nunstudy org.
EDITOR'S NOTE—Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist at
cacalexander@holmail.com.

Editorial oundup
The following is a roundup of editorials published by newspapers from
around Kentucky. The editorials comment on a variety of issues. Some editorials may have been condensed for space purposes. These editorials are
not to be mistaken as representing a position taken by The Associated
Press or the Murray Ledger & Times:
•••

—Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer
The debate over what role prisons should play in our society has long left reasonable people on opposite sides.
Some believe that sending people to prison should be about
punishment and that longer sentences will eventually lower
crime rates. Others see rehabilitating and preparing a person to
return to the outside world as the primary goal.
Kentucky, for the most part, has taken the tougher stance,
choosing to focus on punishment, with results that are mixed
at best.
Studies show that fewer new inmates are entering state prisons, while the numbers being released are on the rise.
Department of Corrections estimates indicate that state prisons
could see a 20 percent drop in inmates by 2004.
While these figures are encouraging, the number of people
returning to prison remains alarmingly high. A recently
released report put Kentucky's recidivism rate at more than 30
percent. The recidivism rate measures the number of individuals who return to jail within two years of being released.

Tougher laws and longer sentences aren't having their
intended impact. In 1998, as part of Gov. Paul Patton s comprehensive crime package, the legislature made it mandatory
that violent offenders serve 85 percent of their sentences. And
while it's too early to judge the full impact of that initiative,
violent offenders continue to have the highest recidivism rates
among all inmates.

Washington Yesterday
By LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
AP Writer

Presidential memoirs,
a last wave from
Air Force One
WASHINGTON(AP)— After the inaugural hopes
and the gritty, harried reality of governing, there comes
a quieter time for fornial:Firsidents to take their own
measure.
The modern presidential memoir amounts to a final
after-action report, a symbolic last wave from Air
Force One. Profitable too: Bill Clinton is collecting
more than $10 million for writing his.
Harry S. Truman is said to have derived much of his
post-presidential income from book sales. Richard
Nixon is said to have received a $1 million advance for
his autobiography,"RN," published 23 years ago.
Jimmy Carter has made autobiography and book writing an essential part of his successful post-presidential
career.
Yet many people believe presidential memoirs are
good for bookcase filler and not much else. "Snores,"
some people call them.
Truman, however, thought much had been lost
"because so few of our presidents told their own stories."
"It would have been helpful for us to know what
was in their minds and to know what impelled them to
do what they did," Truman wrote in "Year of
Decisions," his memoirs of his life as president during
the year after Franklin D. Roosevelt's death.
FDR was never given time to write a memoir of his
New Deal policies or his World War II leadership.
Neither were other 20th century presidents including
Warren G. Harding, Woodrow Wilson, John F.
Kennedy and Ronald Reagan.
Except for Reagan, afflicted by Alzheimer's disease,
all the presidents since FDR's time have produced an
account of their presidential stewardship. Some started
by wondering about their qualifications for the job,
while others expressed self-confidence.
"I was convinced in my own mind that I was not
qualified to fill the exalted office of president," Calvin
Coolidge wrote in 1929.
"I'm not the sort of person who is torn by selfdoubt," Gerald R. Ford said a half-century later. "And I
had no doubts about my ability to function well in the
office."
"No living mortal has ever possessed all the
required qualifications," Lyndon B. Johnson concluded
after his stormy presidency failed to shake itself free
from the war in Vietnam.
Nixon's memoirs show how a scandal can consume
a presidency.
At the end of its more than 1,000 pages, Nixon, having admitted to a mistake in judgment in the Watergate

EDGEROLTIMES

EDITOR'S NOTE — Lawrence L. Knutson has
covered the White House, Congress, and
Washington's history for more than 30 years.

From Our Readers

Dear Editor:
NAFTA has been a disaster for
We're not necessarily saying they don't deserve punishYou don't have to be an
Kentucky.
ment, but we agree with Daviess Circuit Judge Tom Castlen
economist to know that the highwho says the way to truly address this problem is through wage,
union jobs are literally going
treatment.
south, leaving only locked plant
gates in their wake.
But to confirm what you already
know, read "NAFTA at 7" at
www.aficio.org for stories of workers and the environment on both
sides of the border losing out to
WALTER L. APPERSON
ALICE ROUSE
corporate greed. The situation is
Publisher Emeritus
Publisher
critical - we must stop importing
sweatshop products and stop
ERIC WALKER
exporting jobs.
Managing Editor
Now the Bush Administration
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
wants to expand NAFTA to the
entire Western Hemisphere! Bush
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER,INC.
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cover-up, has resigned and is walking out of the White
House for the last time.
"The memory of that scene for me is like a frame of
film forever frozen at that moment: the red carpet, the
green lawn, the white house, the leaden sky.... the new
president and his first lady ....
"There was no talk; There were no tears left," Nixon
writes of the moments the presidential helicopter
climbs past the Washington Monument."I leaned my
head back against the seat and closed my eyes. I heard
Pat saying to no one in particular, "It's so sad. It's so
sad."
In 1979, after completing Nixon's term, Ford groped
for explanations in his own memoir,-A Time to Heal."
Nixon's "pride and perscrnal contempt for weakness
had overcome his ability to tell the difference between
right and wrong," Ford wrote."He viewed admitting
the truth in this matter as a sign of weakness, and that
was another mistake."
Many 19th century presidents kept diary notes.
The classic Civil War memoir of Ulysses Grant is
acclaimed as the best book ever written by an
American president. But it ends long before Grant
enters the White House.
The first true White House memoir is the volume
produced in 1866 by embittered former President
James Buchanan to justify his mostly passive role in
the breakup of the federal Union and the onset of Civil
War.
Writing in 1952, 20 years after he lost the White
House to FDR,an equally bitter Herbert Hoover
refused to accept blame for the Great Depression and
accused Roosevelt of fostering a policy of collectivization akin to communism.
Dwight Eisenhower, writing after the close of his
two-term presidency in the 1950s, held out the hope
that on one impossibly distant day the granite face of
the Soviet Union might crumble.
George H.W. Bush, writing in 1998, described his
feelings when that day arrived, probably much sooner
than Eisenhower would have predicted.
While former presidents can remember their days of
power they cannot wield it, a fact with which Theodore
Roosevelt was fully familiar by the time he produced
his own memoirs.
"Every shred of power which a president exercises
while in office vanishes absolutely once he has left
office," Roosevelt wrote

wants Congress to give him "fast
track authority" to negotiate a Free
Trade Agreement of the Americas
(FTAA). stretching NAFTA across
the continents without any protection for workers and the environment.
If you think NAFTA is bad, you
haven't seen anything yet. Bush
tried to get fast-track authority this
summer, but couldn't get the votes
because of tremendous, peoplepowered pressure.
As I write, Bush and the corporate powers that be are busily trying
to round up enough votes to pass
Fast Track the week after Labor
Day. Tell Congress to stop Fast
Track. It's important — the job you

save may. be your own.
Chris Sanders
Secretary-Treasurer
Kentucky AFL-CIO
Frankfort, Ky.

Letters to the
Editor policy...
Letters must be
brief. Please send letters to P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, Ky. 42071.

The Rev. Al
Sharpton, another
minister without
church portfolio,
is forming an
exploratory committee to run for
president.
Sharpton is following in the
footsteps of his
example and mentor, the Rev. Jesse
Jackson, who has been politically
damaged and sidelined due to new,
uh, parental responsibilities.
Sharpton could decide the 2004
presidential election, not for himself,
but for President George W. Bush.
He's made two unsuccessful runs for
political office - for Mayor of New
York City and for the Senate seat
now occupied by Hillary Rodham
Clinton.
But winning the White House —
which might have tg undergo a name
change, if not a paint job, should
Sharpton win — isn't what his candidacy would be about. Like
Jackson, Sharpton wants to pull the
Democratic Party back to its leftist
roots. He would use black votes he
wins as bargaining chips for his
issues and for himself.
Republicans would run campaign
commercials quoting Sharpton and
demand that Democrats disassociate
themselves from Sharpton and his
remarks. Either way, Democrats
would be politically damned.
Sharpton could be the next Willie
Horton, symbolizing what many
people dislike most about liberals.
From the phony Tawana Brawley
rape case in the '80s to his constant
race-baiting, Sharpton will make an
inviting political target.
Democrats will have the same
trouble with Sharpton they had with
Jackson. Both men are proven votegetters. They also have proven they
can drive away swing voters, which
both parties need.
In last year's campaign, vice
presidential
candidate
Joe
Lieberman had to tiptoe around
Louis Farrakhan, giving the Nation
of Islam leader credibility instead of
denouncing him as an anti-Semite
and black supremacist. Democratic
candidates also trekked up to
Harlem to meet with Sharpton.
Sharpton would not just bring
baggage to a presidential campaign.
He would bnng an entire baggage
car. He once called a white businessman an "interloper" for opening a
clothing store in Harlem. One of
Sharpton's supporters said of the
owner, -We're going to see that this
cracker suffers.
Days later, when the man's store
was set on fire, killing seven
employees and a black man police
said had set the blaze, Sharpton
denied any responsibility for the act.
Columnist Clarence Page made a
good point during last year's campaign. He wrote, "When principled
leaders fail to rise, no one should be
surprised that imperfect leaders fill
the gap."
Most African-Americans are not
being set-upon by police but they are
being set-upon by the likes of
Sharpton, who make them believe
that racism and "police brutality" are
the biggest threats to their community.
If racism and police brutality
ended tomorrow, the lot of African
Americans would be little improved.
That's because their primary problems have less to do with race and
victimization than they do with the
huge out-of-wedlock birthrate and
the lack of positive father figures in
the home.
But you can't get TV time and
headlines putting black families
back together. When the lust for
political power comes up against an
opportunity to positively change
things, the phony and fake will go
for the political power every time.
Will successful and responsible
black leaders emerge to isolate
Sharpton
and
lead
African
Americans in a better direction? It
isn't likely if they haven't shown up
by now. Most successful blacks are
too busy doing the things that
brought them success to play the
blame game. They aren't singing
about overcoming; they're just overcoming.
They should be the example for
others, including people of other
races, to follow. Stories of how other
groups overcame used to inspire
imitators. Now, substantial numbers
of the aggrieved and "oppressed"
wallow in their grievances and
oppression rather than climb the ladder out of the hole. The Rev. Al
Sharpton is their Pied Piper.
Republicans should rejoice over
prospects of a Sharpton presidential
candidacy. Democrats should be
sweating blood. Republicans can
start chanting,"Run, Al, run," and if
he does, sing,"Happy Days are Here
Again."
Not even White House political
strategist Karl Rove could have
come up with a better scenario.
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Jo's Datebook
By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor
Each year Kentucky Farm Bureau supports
youth achievement in scholarship and entertainment by sponsoring competitions at county,
district and state levels. Kentucky youth whose
parents are Farm Bureau members are eligible
to compete for prizes.
Calloway County Farm Bureau will hold the
local contests at its membership meeting on
Tuesday, Sept. 25, in the cafeteria at Calloway County High School.
The contests will begin at 6 p.m. followed by refreshments. The
business meeting will be at about 7 to 7:30 p.m.
Applications for the contest may be picked up at the local
office at 1702 Hwy. 121N. Contestants for the Outstanding Farm
Bureau Youth Contest must be 15 years old, but not have reached
19 by Jan. 1, 2002. Contestants in the Variety Contest must be
at least six years old, but not have reached 19 by Jan. 1, 2002.
For information contact Sharon Furches, chairman of women's
and youth programs for Calloway County Farm Bureau, at 7538151.

United Way banquet planned
United Way of Murray and Calloway County will have its 20012002 Campaign Kickoff banquet and volunteer celebration on Thursday, Aug. 30, at 6:30 p.m. at Murray State University Curris Center
ballroom. For information call 753-0317.

Grogan reunion on Sunday
Descendants of the late Richard Grogan will have a reunion on
Sunday, Sept. 3, at the University Church of Christ (rear entrance).
A potluck meal will be served about 12:15 p.m. For information call
Charlie Grogan, 759-3159.

PICTORIAL HISTORY...This is a picture of Elm Grove School submitted for the Calloway County Pictorial History book
being published by the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club. If anyone knows the year the picture was taken
call Marlene Beach at 753-2350. Pictures will still be received by the members on Sundays from 2 to 4 p.m., Tuesdays
from 4 to 6 p.m. and Thursdays from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House.

Saalwaechter wins
honors at pageant

LifeHouse meeting Thursday
A planning meeting for the forthcoming banquet for LifeHouse
Care Center for Women will be Thursday, Aug. 30, at 7 p.m. at the
LifeHouse, 1506 Chestnut St., Murray. All interested persons are invited. For information call the LifeHouse at 753-0700. Anyone interested in hosting tables at this year's 'banquet should contact Mary Cowan
at 753-8865. Also the LifeHouse is in urgent need of size 5 diapers.

4-H record training planned
Calloway County 4-H record training will be today (Tuesday), Aug.
28, from 3:30 to 4:45 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library.
For more information call Ginny Harper, Calloway County Extension
Agent for 4-H/Youth Development.

Alzheimer's meeting Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Support Group Discussion meeting will be
today (Tuesday), Aug. 28, at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information call Cindy Ragsdale. LSW. at 762-1108.

Breast Cancer group will meet
Miss Kehtucky USA from Marshall County will be a special guest
at the meeting of the Breast Cancer Support Group tonight (Tuesday), Aug. 28, at 6:30 p.m. in the private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. For more information call Evelyn Wallis
at 489-2462.

Health Express lists stops

KAPPA MEETING...Hostesses for the recent meeting of the
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club at Brass
Lantern, Aurora, were, from left, seated, Danette Jones,
Susan Darnell, standing, Dorinda Craig, Martha Roberts and
Rita Henley. The department will meet Tuesday. Sept. 4, at
the club house.

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse checks at its stops
during August. On Wednesday the express will be on the Murray
courtsquare from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Thursday's
stops will be at M & W Ceramics, Water Valley, from 9 to 11:30
a.m. and Church of Christ at Pilot Oak from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

Nickolas Saalwaechter, 2, of Murray was crowned king of his age
group of two to three years and
also was chosen most photogenic
at the Sugar & Spice Back-to-School
Pageant held Aug. 19 at Calloway
Inn.
He is the son of Lori and Ben
Saalwaechter.
His grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Collins, Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Morgan, and Delbert Saalwaechter, all of Murray, and Ms.
Donna Bolin of Evansville, Ind.
His great-grandparents are Mrs.
Audrey Morgan and the late Edward
Morgan, Mrs. Juanita Henson and
the late Jerry Smith, and Mrs. Judy
Eberhard and the late Dan Eberhard, all of Murray.

Saalwaechter

WESTERN KENTUCKY
INSURANCE of Murray
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • FARM • LIFE

753-5842

Singles (SOS) will meet
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet tonight (Tuesday),
Aug. 28, at 7 p.m. at Calloway Inn, Murray. A new event will be
featured. The SOS is for all singles whether divorced, widowed or
never married. For information call Barbara at 436-5032, Sandy at 1270-382-2995 or Mike at 759-0625.

302 N. 12th Street
r partner In protertIon

Imy Boyd

Murray

Aim Country Store & Crawford's BBQ

MMS events planned
Murray Middle School w ill have its "Back to School Night" tonight
(Tuesday). Aug. 28. Also parent election for minority representation
on the MMS Site-based Decision Making Council will be held. Forms
will be available that night.

Ribs, Chicken and Daily Lunch Specials
Mon.-Fri., choice of meat, variety of vegetables.
DESSERTS HOMEMADE DAILY

MHS event on Tuesday
Murray High School will have its "Back to School" Night tonight
(Tuesday), Aug. 28, at 6:30 p.m. Dale Reid, principal, urges all teachers, students. parents and guardians to attend.

Murray center issues request
Murray City Schools Family Resource Youth Services Center is requesting donations of furniture, mattresses and box springs, sheets, pillows,
pillow cases, blankets and quilts for a family with seven children.
Anyone having any items to donate .call 759-9592.

Angel Alert issued
Angel Alert has been issued for a twin bed mattress, mattress
and springs for baby bed, two car safety seats for 10-month-old twins
and a stroller for twins. Anyone having any of these to donate, call
the Calloway County Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

Bogard reunion canceled
The annual Bogard family reunion for this year has been canceled.
Plans are being made for another reunion in 2002. For more information call Troy Bogard at 474-8873 or Modena Outland at 7530254.

Hazel Day planned
"Reliving the Good Ole Days" will be the theme of the second
annual Hazel Day event on Saturday, Oct. 6. The Hazel Day Parade
will be at I p.m. If you would like to be a participant, contact Renee
Lax at 762-3225, daytime. or Melissa Wynn at 1-270-382-3935,
evenings. Entry deadline will be Sept. 15.

SCHOOL IS
IN SESSION DRIVE
SAFELY!

SORORITY HONORED...Murray State University alumnae of
Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority were honored at the fraternity's convention held in July at Atlanta, Ga. Cynthia
Sawyer Howard, second right, received the Arc of Epsilon
Phi, awarded to those who helped the fraternity for six continuous years. Jeanie Brewer Morgan and Tressa Brewer
Ross, at left, both received the Arc of Epsilon Pi with diamond for recipients who serve an additional six continuous
years of service. Shirley Cochran Martin, right, received the
Arc of Epsilon Pi with diamond at a previous convention.

Birth
Mason Hodges
Greg and Terri Hodges of 304
Richard St., South Fulton, Tenn.,
are the parents of a son, Mason
Dean Hodges, born on Friday.
Aug. 24. 2001, at 1:45 p.m. at
Jackson Purchase Medical Center
New Beginnings Birthing Center,
Mayfield.
The baby weighed seven pounds
eight ounces and measured 21 1/2
inches. A brother is Carter Hodges.
Grandparents are Anita and Ronnie Hodges of Sikeston. Mo., and
Virgil and Carol Dick of Murray.

1206 Johnson • 753-2739

Intersection 1824 & 464 • Almo • 753-1934
Stop in for a free after-school snack through the
month of August & pick up dinner while you're here!

• Minimum of $50.00 To Open

• No Monthly Service Charge for Full Time
College Students
• Unlimited Check Writing
• First 50 Checks Free
*Murray State Checks are Available*
• Activity Statement Only E-Mail Images FREE
• ATM Card Available

ANGELA PASCHALL
KaNann Buttemorth, Gary Murdock,
I leather Grogan, Deanna Thurman

Dine In • Carry Out • Catering

BLUE AND COLD CLUB
CHECKING

welcomes

A Full Service Salon

Lunch Served H a.m.-2 p.m. Mon.-Thurs. & H a.m.-9 p.m. Fri.
BBQ Available Anytime
We have breakfast biscuits to start your day off right!
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Pannunzio, Racers welcome 'big challenge'
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Starting a new season against
a Southeastern Conference opponent would be enough to make
any coach cringe.
And especially one who's facing a dilemma
such as Murray
State
secondyear head man
Joe Pannunzio.
In Saturday's
opener at Ole
Miss, the Racers will add six
new starters to
a defense that
PANNUNZIO
allowed 426.7
yards and over 30 points per game
in 2000.
However, Pannunzio and his
squad welcome the challenge.
"We're looking forward to it,"
said Pannunzio during his first
weekly media conference of the season on Monday. "This will be a
big challenge and we're going to
need a lot of breaks, but we're
ready to go and see what it's all
about."
If the Racers expect to hold
their own against Mississippi, they

will have to rely on a small faction of returnees that includes seniors Jeremy Davis (free safety),
When: Saturday, 6 p.m.
Zelbert Johnson (linebacker), Ed
Where: Vaught-Hemingway
Johnson (right end) and Anthony
Stadium; Oxford, Miss.
Johnson (linebacker) and junior
2000 Records: Murray
right tackle James Bridges.
State 6-5, Ole Miss 7-5
After that, the ranks get markedCoaches:
MSU - Joe Panly thin. But, despite depth issues,
nunzio (6-5, second year),
there is some talent.
Ole Miss - David Cutcliffe
The coaching staff is high on
(16-9, third year)
6-2,238-pound freshman end Dylan
Evans, who is expected to see sig
nificant time this weekend and "He's just as important to our
should be a key contributor through- defense as Stewart (Childress) is
to the offense ... We really missed
out the campaign.
"He's only a true freshman, but him back there last year."
Joining Davis in a brand new
he's going to be a good player here,"
secondary is Marshall County prodPannunzio proclaimed.
Murray is also expected to get uct Bobby Sanders at strong safecontributions from junior-college ty and left cornerback Josh Catlett.
transfer Bryan Williams (6-2, 275), Big things are also expected of
as well as new starting middle juco transfers Malcom Moore and
linebacker Travis Hampton, a for- Mandrell McGregory at corner.
The challenge awaiting the Racmer Hopkinsville High School
ers' new-look defense will be to
standout.
But the biggest turnover will stop a Rebel attack that should
be in a secondary that returns only produce its share of offensive fireDavis, who returns to the starting power under the direction of herunit after missing all but two games alded sophomore quarterback Eli
last fall because Of a broken arm. Manning, the son of former Ole
"We're going to have to count Miss star Archie Manning and the
on Jeremy a lot," Pannunzio noted. brother of Indianapolis Colts QB

MSU at Ole Miss

Peyton Manning.
"With Eli Manning, the pedigree speaks for itself," Pannunzio
said. "He's a real smart guy and
has a pro arm. There's no doubt
that he's going to be a tremendous quarterback. But I hope that's
going to come a few weeks down
the road."
While he may not have the
name recognition of an Eli Manning, Murray sophomore signalcaller Stewart Childress is no slouch
himself, surprising many with a stellar rookie campaign in 2000 that
included 2,928 yards and 20 touchdowns against 10 interceptions.
The former Caldwell County
standout earned All-Ohio Valley
Conference second-team honors a

year ago for leading an explosive
Racer attack that piled up over
450 yards and more than 33 points
per contest.
Childress battled offseason arm
troubles, but was given a clean
bill of health entering summer
camp.
"Stewart's shown no signs of
any shoulder problems," Pannunzio explained. "The biggest problem with him is that he's putting
more pressure on himself, trying
to do too much. But that's a good
problem to have."
Racer Notebook
II Saturday's game at Oxford,
Miss. will be a homecoming of
sorts for Pannunzio, who served
as a tight ends and special teams
assistant under former Rebel head
coach Tommy Tuberville from 1994
to 1998.
"I'm looking forward to going
back there," he said. "Oxford is
a special place. It's home to me:"
Racer assistant coaches Matt
Luke and Derek Jones will also
be returning to their alma mater.
Luke, entering his second season at MSU, wrapped up a fouryear playing career as an offensive lineman (center) in 1998 before

spending the 1999 season as a
Rebel assistant coach under David
Cutcliffe.
Jones, also in his second year
with the Racers, earned All-SEC
honors during his junior and senior years in the Rebels' secondary.
The game will also serve as a
homecoming to 16 current Racers
who are natives of Mississippi.
• This year marks the fourth
straight season the Racers have
stepped out of the Division I-AA
ranks to face a I-A opponent.
During the 2000 season, Murray battled new 1-A member and
former OVC foe Middle Tennessee
State, suffering a 44-28 setback. The
Racers opened the 1999 campaign
with Big Ten power Wisconsin,
falling to the Badgers by a 49-10
score.
A 1998 meeting with Brigham
Young started the current trend of
playing I-A schools. The Racers
fell to the Cougers 43-9.
Pannunzio said he welcomes the
challenge.
-This is the kind of game that
our kids want to play in," he
claimed. "I want to play a game
like this every year."

Latimer's hat
trick propels
Lady Tigers
the 28-minute mark before Emily
Staff Report
Seay fed Garland for a goal with
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH, Ky. -- Lacey five minutes left before halftime.
Thompson linked with Riggins
Latimer netted her second hat trick
of the year as the Murray High just four minutes out of intermisgirls' soccer team remained unde- sion for a 5-0 margin before Latimer
feated with a 6-0 win over St. closed the scoring with an unassisted goal with 23 minutes to
Mary Monday.
The Lady Tigers (2-0) enjoyed play.
Massey was equally pleased with
a 22-9 advantage in shots and
his defense, praising
cruised to a 4-0 halftime lead
the 'play of senior
against the host Lady Vikings, who
sweeper
Amy
fell to 1-2 on the season. GoalMeloan,
senior
keeper Lauren Massey made five
saves to record the shutout.
stopper Mallory
Rudolph and the
Senior
midfielder
Chelsee
Lady Tigers 6 rotation of senThompson and freshman midfielder
St. Mary 0 ior Carla KinChelsea Riggins both notched a goal
gins, sophomore
and an assist while freshman midfielder Katie Garland also got on Lauren Clemson and freshman Bre
Sykes on the wings.
the scoreboard for Murray.
-Our defense has been strong,
"We're really finding our groove
and playing well on the offensive Massey said.
The Lady Tigers will travel to
end," said MHS head coach Butch
Massey, who acknowledges that face Lone Oak Thursday at 7 p.m.
the Lady Tigers could be even before hosting Paducah Tilghman
for their home opener — and firstbetter.
"We sfill need to be more effi- ever game at the Mallary France
cient when we get shots on goal, Soccer Complex — Sept. 4 at 5
but we need people like Chelsee p.m.
• The Murray High junior-varto score goals and our freshmen
sity girls' soccer team matched
have made an impact."
Thompson's unassisted tally 10 their varsity counterparts with a
minutes into the match got the 6-0 victory at St. Mary Monday.
Britney Miles and Amy Futrell
ball rolling for the visitors, who
received an unassisted tally from scored two goals apiece while
Colleen McCoy and Alycia Watkins
Latimer five minutes later.
Latimer used a pass from.Rig- also found the back of the net
gins to give Murray a 3-0 lead at for the Lady Tigers.

Dallas tops Raiders
MEXICO CITY (AP) — Quincy Carter is already getting philosophical about life in the NFL.
"One thing about this game is
that you can have a good game
one day and a bad game the next.
You just want to keep going out
on the field and getting better,"
the Cowboys rookie quarterback
said after leading a 21-6 victory
Monday night over. the Oakland
Raiders.
Carter was 6-of-11 passing, with
99 yards and no interceptions, and
had an impressive I6-yard touchdown run.
He showed more poise this time
compared to his 5-of-17, 27-yard
game against New Orleans on Aug.
19, and it gave the Cowboys their
first win of the preseason after
three losses.

The Cowboys snapped their
nine-game preseason losing streak.
Dallas had dropped 17 of 18 preseason games.
"We really needed a win," said
coach Dave Campo, who heaped
more praise and pressure on his
young quarterback.
"I think Quincy Carter made
some things happen out there."
If the Cowboys looked unexpectedly sharp, the Raiders, with
Super Bowl hopes, looked ragged,
repeatedly blowing scoring chances.
"We need to work on a lot of
things," coach Jon Gruden said.
"Catching punts is one thing,"
he added, alluding to one of the
evening's odder moments: Cowboys
punter Micah Knorr recovered a
Raiders fumble of his fourth-quarter kick.

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photos

CHIP REACTION...Calloway County's Kaysin Hutching chips in for par at the ninth hole at Oaks Country Club during high school golf action Monday afternoon.

CCHS sweeps local golf matches
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Calloway County boys' and girls'
golf teams both claimed victories Monday
at Oaks Country Club as the CCHS boys
defeated Murray High, Marshall County and
Fulton City and the Lady Lakers downed
their rivals from Murray.
Josh Burks led the way for the Lakers,
collecting medalist honors with a 3-underpar 33 as host Calloway shot a team total
of 160 to defeat the Tigers by two strokes.
Matt Butterworth added a 39 for CCHS,

which also received matching 44s from John
Lee Fisher and Jeffrey Boyle.
Murray was paced by Zack Rayburn's 2under 34, followed by a 40 from James
Quertermous, a 41 from Josh Dunn and a
47 from Bryan Hopkins.
Marshall finished third with a 177 in the
boys' match while Fulton City came in with
a 193 total.
On the girls' side, Whitney Hendon's 44
powered Calloway to a .
1 99-214 win over
the Lady Tigers.
Amanda D'Angelo and Kaysin Hutching

Lorenzen will get start against UofL
•Morriss goes
with experience
versus Cardinals
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — It's
official. Jared Lorenzen will start
at quarterback for Kentucky when
the Wildcats take on bitter intrastate
rival Louisville in their season opener Saturday.
First-year coach Guy Morriss
made the announcement Monday.
Although Lorenzen earned the
starting nod, Morriss said freshman Shale Boyd will play a lot

this season, beginning Saturday
against the Cardinals.
"We want to take advantage of
both of our quarterbacks' strengths,"
Morriss said. "We want to have a
situation where when one of them
is struggling, the other will get
the majority of the playing time.
Maybe he's got the hot hand. I
think we can use that as a positive.
"I think they're close enough
in talent that both will play all
season long. I don't think all of
the sudden now that the Louisville
game is here, that one of them is
going to be decisively better. If

JOHNNY W. WILLIAMS, M.D.
Ophthalmologist
[ye Physician & Surgeon

NEW FALL HOURS:
8 a.m.-10 p.m. - Mon.-Fri.
10 a.m.-10 p.m. - Sat. 8. Sun.
1510 Chestnut St.

759-3663

carded identical 49s while Jenny Gingles
recorded a 57 for the Lady Lakers. MHS
received a pair of 50s from Ashley Patterson and Kelly Dick and 57s from Ellen Gingles and Carley Faughn.
Both Calloway County squads will head
to the links today when they face Caldwell
County at 4 p.m. at Princeton Country Club.
Murray returns to action Sept. 4 versus
Mayfield and Marshall County at Mayfield
Golf and Country Club. Calloway will go
up against Lone Oak that same day at Oaks.

606 N. 12th Street • Next to Office Depot, Murray, KY

1-800-272-9477

JARED LORENZEN
he was going to, we probably
would have seen it by now."
Lorenzen started all II of Kentucky's games last season, throwing for 3,687 yards, 19 touchdowns and 21 interceptions. Despite
the team's 2-9 record, Lorenzen
set six NCAA freshman records
and earned Southeastern Conference

co-Freshman of the Year honors.
"Obviously, I'm happy," Lorenzen said following Monday's practice. "But, realistically, we're both
going to play. The only difference
is I'm going to run out of the
tunnel knowing I'm going to play
the first series.
"Teams are going to have a lot
tougher time preparing for me and
Shane because we both bring different things to the table. We both
love throwing the ball, but I like
staying in the pocket and he likes
getting out in the open and making plays."
Morriss said the decision basically came down to a choice
between Lorenzen's experience and
Boyd's athleticism.
"(Jared's) maturity gave him the
edge," Morriss said. "He's kind
of a different player now than he
was a year ago. He's handling things
better — handling adversity better — picking up new ideas quicker and making quicker decisions.
"He's had II games of experience, so he knows what to look
for and where the problems are
coming from."
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Almonte's age questioned
SOUTH WILLIAMSPORT, Pa. (AP) — Little
League officials might have to travel to the Dominican Republic to resolve an apparent conflict over
the age of Bronx pitcher Danny Almonte.
Investigating rumors that Almonte was too old
to play Little League baseball — players can't be
older than 12 during the summer they're playing
— a Sports Illustrated reporter found two official
documents recording Almonte's birth in the Dominican Republic.
The first record, in a local office in the town
of Moca, was filed by Almonte's father, Felipe
de Jesus Almonte, in 1994 and listed Almonte's
date of birth as April 7, 1987.
A second record, found in the nation's capital
and also filed by Almonte's father, shows a Danny
Almonte born in the same town to the same parents two years later. The magazine checked the
DIAMOND STARS.. Members of the Calloway County High School softball team honored
during the Lady Lakers recent awards banquet are (front row, from left) Tiffany Cunningham, Sara Scott, Ashley Chadwick, Whitney Ragsdale, Kaci Ellison, Carrie Radke,
(back row) Kalyn Fox, Kathryn Stalls, Kimberly Dyer, Rebecca Cripps, Aimee Dial,
Danielle McMillen and Chelsea Morris. Not pictured are Limdsay Miller, Jessica Greer
and Whitney Hendon.

woman's
work.„

A

Cards gear up for UK
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The practiced," Smith said. "Like I told
Louisville Cardinals followed an the players, 'Let's go practice the
uninspiring season-opening win way we should practice and the
with one of their best practices way we know how to practice.'
We went out and had one of the
of the month.
Just in time, with Kentucky better practices we've had. I'm
not nearly as upset with them as
next on the schedule.
"I would hate to go into the I was."
Smith said his team got away
Kentucky game and play like we
did last week, because we'll get with being overconfident, too, and
our tails kicked if that happens," got a firm lecture.
"We thought we were a little
Louisville coach John L. Smith
said Monday at his weekly news bit better than we are. When you
start thinking you're neat, someconference.
The Cardinals (1-0) beat New body's going to knock you on the
Mexico State 45-24 last Thursday, ground," Smith said. "We talked
but lost in nearly every statistical to them about looking in the mirror and seeing what's really there
category.
Smith hoped his players learned and remembering where we came
a lesson, and Sunday's practice indi- from and how we got to where
we are and giving to one anothcated they had.
"We played that game like we er.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Haverstock and Suite!
Insurance Agency
Lindy Suiter

State Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

The Cardinals say the message
got through.
"You can tell there's been a
change of attitude, a change of
heart. There's been a big improvement," said safety Curry Burns,
Louisville's second-leading tackler
against the Aggies with 13.
Better attitudes or not, Smith said
the Cardinals have a lot of improvements to make, especially on
defense, before Saturday's game
at Commonwealth Stadium, Kentucky's season opener.
The Aggies rushed for 407 yards
and dominated the Cardinals' defensive line. New Mexico State rushed
68 times, and Louisville's secondary
made 40 tackles.
"We really tackled poorly and
we didn't understand as well as
we should have where we were
supposed to be a lot of the times,"
Smith said. "The biggest problem
was (the secondary) had too many
opportunities to make tackles,
which is not their fault. But they
missed too many tackles, as well."
Smith blamed some of the mistakes on inexperience. The Cardinals had four first-time starters on
defense.
"That's what sometimes happens to young guys in their first
games," Smith said. "Hopefully,
that's behind us."

MAJOR LEAG UE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
71
59 .546
Atlanta
1
Philadelphia
70
60 .539
Florida
61
69 .469 10
New York
61
70 466 10 1/2
Montreal
55
75
423 16
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Houston
75
55
577
Chicago
72
58
554
3
5
70
St Louts
60 539
58
72 446 17
Milwaukee
Cincinnati
77
408 22
53
Pittsburgh
48
82 369 27
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
577
Arizona
75
55
73
58 557 2 1/2
San Francisco
Los Angeles
72
59 550 3 1/2
500 10
San Diego
65
65
73 434 18 1/2
Colorado
56
Today's Games
Philadelphia (Duckworth 2-0) at N.Y Mets
(Rusch 6-9), 6.10 p.m
Montreal (Vazquez 13-11) at Atlanta (Millwood 4-5). 635 pm
Cincinnati (Davis 6-2) at Houston (Miller
13-7), 7.05 pm
Florida (Dempster 14-11) at Chicago Cubs
(Tapani
705 pm.
Pittsburgh (McKnight 2-3) at Milwaukee
(Suzuki 3-4). 705 p.m
San Diego (Lawrence 3-3) at St Louis (Kile
13-8), 710 pm.
San Francisco (L Hernandez 11-12) at Arizona (Johnson 17-6). 9:05 p.m
Colorado (Chacon 6-8) at Los Angeles(Brown
8-4). 9.10 p.m.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct.
New York
55
580
76
71
Boston
58
550
Toronto
64
67 488
54
76 .415
Baltimore
47
84
359
Tampa Bay
Central Division
W
L Pct.
73
57 .562
Cleveland
Minnesota
69
62 527
Chicago
65
64 .504
Detroit
76
411
53
Kansas City
51
80 .389

GB
4
12
21 1/2
29
GB
—
4 1/2
7 1/2
19 1/2
22 1/2

West Division
Seattle
Oakland
Anaheim
Texas

94
75
69
58

37
56
62
73

Pct. GB
718
572 19
.527 25
443 36

Today's Games
Boston (Cone 8-2) at Cleveland (Burba 98), 605 pm
Oakland (Mulder 15-7) at Baltimore (Ponson 5-9), 6.05 p.m.
Toronto (Loaiza 9-10) at N.Y. Yankees
(Mussina 12-11), 6:05 pm
Chicago White Sox (Biddle 5-8) at Detroit
(Lima 4-5). 605 p.m
Seattle (Pineiro 3-0) at Tampa Bay (P.Wilson 5-8). 615 p.m.
'Texas (Oliver 10-8) at Minnesota (Reed 33), 7:05 p.m.
Anaheim (Ortiz 11-7) at Kansas City (George
1-4), 7:05 p.m.

Sometimes I think a woman spends
her whole life taking care of others.
Since Jim's been in the hospital! feel

like I've been living for two people.
Now that he's comins home, I'm soins
to set some help. When they asked me
who I wanted to supply the hospital bed
and respiratory equipment,
I said,

"Holland Medical':

MURRAY
120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray • KY 42071
270.753.1465
Toll Free: 18002274125
PADUCAH
1914 Broadway
Paducah • Ky 42001
270.442.6311
Toll Free: 18O0-2234947

Holland Medical is accredited, and has
'round the clock service, so I don't have to
feel that I'm in this by myself
I'm still taking care of him, but at least,
for the kind of help! need at home,
all I have to do is say,

"Holland'
d,
I

Ask us about accepting
Medicare assignment

SCHEDULE
Holland Medical Equipment

TODAY
HIGH SCHOOL GOLF
Co. vs. Caldwell Co.
(boys/girls) at Princeton C.C.
Princeton, Ky. - 4 p.m.
BOYS' SOCCER
• Paducah Tilghman vs. Murray
Ty Holland Stadium - 7 p.m.
GIRLS' SOCCER
• Calloway County vs. Heath
Heath, Ky. - 7 p.m.
• Calloway

III
11111111111

(yawl okrzain gtolny aw.aitA
Let Kopperud Realty help you
find the home of your dreams!

SportsBriefs
The Murray Middle School football team opened its 2001 season with a 3614 win over Ballard Memorial Monday at Ty Holland Stadium.
After the Bombers seized an 8-0 lead on the game's initial possession,
Hugh Rollins returned the ensuing kickoff for a touchdown and Rashad Troupe
added a two-point conversion run to tie the score.
The Jr. Tigers claimed their first advantage later in the first quarter when
Troup found the end zone from 15 yards out. Rollins' two-point run gave MMS
a 16-8 margin.
Murray pulled ahead 24-8 early in the second period as a Rollins pass to
Joey Jackson covered 25 yards and Troupe found paydirt on the conversion.
Rollins ran for another TD and a 30-8 gap late in the first half.
Troupe closed the scoring early in the third quarter with a 20-yard touchdown run. Murray's 'B' team was also victorious against Ballard by a 16-14
count
The Jr. Tigers return to action Thursday at 6 p.m at Fulton City.

parents* personal identification numbers — rough
equivalents of a Social Security number — to
eliminate the possibility of a coincidence and found
they matched.
The magazine wrote of the second document:
"The record, which was in the central office in
Santo Domingo, stated that on March 21, 2000
— just weeks before Danny moved to the U.S.
and launched his spectacular career in the Rolando Paulino Little League — Felipe registered the
boy's birth again. This time, according to the birth
record, Felipe claimed that Danny had been born
on April 7, 1989, thus shaving two years off his
son's previously registered age."
Little League officials were shown a copy of
the second document Monday and have asked the
Rolando Paulino Little League to provide further
proof of Almoute's age.

ittuiit 3 BR. 23 bath home with open, spacious rip.).
plan plus over 600 sq fl upstairs ready to finish out Secunt,
system. 3 car garage. hardwood floors. beautifully decorated &
landscaped lawn Reduced to $199.500 MIS 03002128

4 BR. 25 bath home featuring lovely master suite
&whirlpool tub & separate shower. his & her closets,
exercise room. two fireplaces. high & varied ceiling treatments Reduced to $245.900. MIS $3001937

4,5 BR,35 BA backing up to *2 fairway at Oaks Cosmic',
Club Large foyer hardwood flooring gourmet kitchen
white cabinets built-in desk Jenn kre range in center
island $289,000 MIS $3002234

Spacious home with character. charm & comfort d. -.t..
this beautifully redecorated home featuring new hard
wood floors kitchen cabinetry. 2 fireplaces. vinyl win•
dews, sunroom Reduced to 9137.500. MIS *3002104

TIFfro
ie,
.1
Classic comfort featunng eat-in kitchen with
breakfast bar in this airy open 3 BR ranch Double
lot with extra garage-workshop. covered backyard
deck Phone 753-1222 NILS 03002182

4BR. 2- 1/2 BA home located on 2 large lots is
located just minutes from town 'No'car
garage, security system & fire alarm wired
into the electrical system MLS #3002258

Martin Heights - This home is Just like new,
new carpet throughout, newly painted, ceramic
tile in kitchen and both baths Open floor plan.
fenced backyard $129,900 MLS #3002098

More space than meets the eye' This charmer boasts
1700+ sq ft of In mg area with numerous updates 3
BR 2 BA both updated spacious den with fireplace
living room pris ate office $79,900 MLS 03002271

Charm, simplicity & lovingly cared for describe
this 3 BR. 2 BA old family homestead Many
recent updates include new plumbing new roof
well & central 1-1/A $56.500 MLS E3no2251:i

Great location & wonderful floor plan Is this 3 BR 2 bath
home recently remodeled & tastefulls landscaped an
includes large tiring room with fireplace cheerful sun
room A hidden treasure at $119 000 MIS 43002277

,r, the market 3 BR 2-112 BA home &central
heat & air great location walk to golf course' New
floor covering & paint within the last 2 years Offered
under 8120,000 MIS *3002275

Delightfully updated and surprisingly spacious' This well
maintained 3 BR home features recent den addition
increasing the living area to 1716 sq ft Mans recent
updates. new roof $96.500 MIS 83007289

Photographs, computer disks and other information provided to The Murray
Ledger & Times sports department may be picked up following publication at
the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.

Thai's Corner
Restaurant
The Authentic Thai Food in Town.
Original Thai food with quality and fabulous taste
Thai food festival with all you can eat buffet Wed. & Sun
Lunch $5.95 and Dinner $6.95
Now Serving Alcohol with some free snack with an order
We also have Thai Beer
So, please come and try us at Olympic Plaza, next to Gold Rush
Open 7 Days A Week • 270-753-3328

711 Main
Street
Murray

KOPPE= REALTY

753 1222
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Contact Kathy or Tammy
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Just Say "Charge It"
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DISPLAY AD RATES

ADJUSTMENTS

LINE AD RATES

$7.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
407c Discount 3rd Run.

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible
for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made.

$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$.10 per word per day.

(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
060

020

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759.5177

GARAGE SALE
1706 Holiday Dr.
29 - 30 - 31
Antiques, tables,
chairs, dishes, dolls,
lamps, rugs, pillows.
Remington trucks,
oak shelves, village
collection, coats &
clothes, curtains.
Lots more
reduced price.
060

Lost and Found
BASSETT Hound found
Call to identify 753-7997

EVERYBODY'S
TALKING ABOUT
THE CLASSIFIEDS
060
Help Wanted
ACCEPTING WORKERS'
Mail Order
This one works!
1-800-429-7902
CAREER Opportunity
Local insurance office has
an opening for an entry
level staff position. If you
are pleasant & personable.
career minded ambitious.
self starter with good work
habits, please send or fax
resume to Human Resource Dept., P.O. Box
1394 Murray, Ky. 42071.
or Fax 801-659-2805
HOME & Garden Party.
New home party plan. Pottery, candles, prints, garden items and more. Earnup to 40% commission.
No delivery, no inventory,
no territory. Ground floor
(16,000 nationwide)
Toll-free 877-800-8536.

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

CLEANING service
seeking a few good people Quick advancements
and can lead to supervisor
placement Apply by appointments only Call Beverly
759-4222, leave
name, phone number and
message for calling
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry- level
truck drivers No experience necessary. Earn
$600 to $900 per week
plus benefits NO CDL?
NO PROBLEM' CDL training is now available in your
area 1-800-242-7364
DRIVERS needed Competitive wages, benefits.
Home every weekend.
Must have 2 years experience, and a clean dnving
record. 270-489-2138
EXPERIENCED Timber
Cutter needed
270-436-5700
270-753-2533
270-436-5727
HARDEE'S
Accepting applications for
full-time & part-time cooks,
cashiers
biscuit-maker,
and maintenance Also accepting applications for
shift manager Please apply @ 641 & Chestnut St
Murray EOE
HEAVY Equipment Operators Needed NOW" Backhoe, Trackhoe & Dozer.
You can be trained and
certified in 21 days. No
money down Transportation and lodging available
Operators are standing by'
Call today! 1-866-4328937.
LINE haul driver to Lexington after noon shift fulltime Send resume to
PO Box 528 Murray. Ky
42071

OWN a computer?
Put it to work!
up to 525-$75 / hr. PT/FT
www pcwork4me corn
888-689-7989

MURRAY business seeks
Cash Advance Manager.
Must be bondable Send
resume to PO Box 587,
Union City, TN 38281
OFFICE Manager needed.
Tuesday-Friday. 9-5. Must
have computer skills. Experience in sales or photograph helpful. Call Gwen
Moss at 270-527-0943.

c,PEACHEScY
Tree-ripened, tasty and nutritious from the Bremer
Orchard of Metropolis. Variety FINALE available til
Sept. I and variety ENCORE til approx. Sept. 8th
Quality 'peaches picked fresh daily located at the
Biondi McClure property 641 North of Wal-Mart
entrance. Look for the YELLOW peach trailer. Plan
to he in Murray most days weather permitting. The
Bremer's need your business - your eating enH,
ment v. ill he our top priority.

cy

Dale Bremer Orchard 0...i
of Metropolis

PAINTERS Needed.
Local painting contractor is
recruiting experience professional painters Must
have at least 4yrs painting
experience Please call
753-6895 and leave message

L

&T

EDGER
%l ES
(270)753-1916

Paris Manor Nursing Center
Position Available
Full or Part-Time LPN - All Shifts
0-all Time Benefits
•Paid Vacation
•Paid Holidays
•Sick Leave Pay
•40IK Retirement
'Group Health Insurance

*Years of Service Monetary Award
*Yearly Perfect Attendance
(Monetary Award)
*Employee Stock Ownership
Program

Apply in Person Tuesday thru t riday

Paris Manor Nursing Center
101/0 Old Nlurray Road, Paris, TN
-People Carinu or People4-titc

FORTUNE 5(M) COMPANY
Needs Customer Service Represcntini\e. iii the
Local area. $38-$45K + full benefits. No experience needed, we train.
Taking Calls Mon. thru Thurs. Only
10:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
270-759-5910
Ask For Derek Lynch
EOE/MF

ASSISTANT MANAGER
POSITION AVAILABLE
CAPTAIN D's is seeking an Assistant Manager for
the Mayfield. Ky store.
You must like dealing with the public and must be a
hands-on type manager.
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer looking for
people who possess:
•Flonesty
•Restaurant Management experience
*Good Management skills
•Roll up your sleeves and "do it- type Manager
• Your income and advancement potential is solely
dependent upon your performance.

Hiring day shift full
& part time. friendly.
family atmosphere.
Insurance Available.
Apply in person
between 2-4 p.m. daily.
No phone calls please
EOE

Benefits include:
*Good starting salary
*Monthly bonus program
•Free meal privileges
*Scholarship tuition program
•Paid vacations after I year
•Vlajor medical available
•
K program

September 9, 2001
Tell your grandparents, and
the world, how great you
think they are, by publishing
your greeting in our special
"Grandparents Day
Greetings" section on

Saturday
September 8,
2001.

For more information contact Sherry Rodgers at
270-247-0747 Tuesday thru Thursday to arrange for
your confidential interview at our Mayfield Captain
Irs located at 1108 Paris Road, Mayfield, KY.
Equal Opportunity Employer

GET TRAINED. GET HIRED. GET PAID.
We Are In Demand Of Men
& Women Wanting To Get Into
The Trucking Industry.
2 Wk Training & Start Earning
32K-42K Plus Benefits
Your 1st Yr.
No Money Out Of Pocket. Company Paid
Tuition. Drivers Are In Demand

CALL NOW 800-398-9908

I EDGER &TIMES
Advertising Sales
CA
.

• a'

Madison Grace Edwards
Grandparents
Ricky & Jackie Edwards
Jeanne & Jerry Maupin
Gayle & Debbie Brat

Single Space - $8.50 (no more than two children per picture)
Double Space - $13.50
(MAXIMUM OF 6 LINES)
Send

payment, photo, names of grandparents, name of child
envelope for return of photo to:

and self-addressed stamped

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
BRING /N BY

SEPT. 5(3 P.M.)

MEDIACOM. a leader in
ANTIQUES
the cable industry has an
Old toys, advertising
immediate opening for a
items, antique furniture
full time Customer Service
and primitives.
Representative. Applicants
We buy 1 or all!
should possess good cusCall 753-3633 ask
tomer service skills, comfor Larry.
puter and phone experiFrost
ence, and to be able to GOOD used carpet.
work a flexible schedule. free refrigerator. Good
conditioners. 753Please send resume to used air
Mediacom, 90 North Main 4109.
Street, Benton, KY 42025,
Attn: Customer Service
150
Manager.
Articles
Foe Sale
RESTAURANT
manager needed.
16'X100' green house.
Sonic Of Murray is now
Redwood truss, special
for
take applications
greenhouse fiberglass. (alshift managers. Prior
so extra fiberglass sheets
restaurant management
for sale)
preferred.
experience
Can be seen at
Must be able to work
500 N. 4th St. Murray Ky.
weekdays, nights, &
or call 270-759-0901
ends. Pay rate will be deafter 5pm 731-644-3625.
pendent on previous
management experience. 34' aluminum ladder, modApply in person or send el 1536-2, load radius
resume to Sonic Drive-in 250Ib, OSHA certified.
$295. 489-2447.
217 S. 12th St. Murray,
Ky 42071. No phone
*5HP garden tiller $100
calls please.
*Grass/ leaf sweeper $75
*Echo Chain Saw $35
SONIC Drive-In of Mur*Glass display case 25.
ray is now taking appli*Microwave $35
cations for crew mem*Convection Oven $40
bers for all shifts. No
Call 753-7492
phone calls please. ApANTIQUE Upright Grand
ply in person at Sonic
Piano Beautiful Plays
Drive-in 217 S. 12th St.
well, needs tuning $350
Murray.
759-3941
POSITION available
HazelAntiques.com
Persons needed to preMACHINE quilting
pare income tax returns.
$31.50 reg size
Seasonal employment. We
Murray Sewing Center
wit train. Call 753-9204 or
759-8400
270-437-4531.
MURRAY Sport
RELEASE of Information
& Marine Center
clerk needed to process
•Boats, motors, & trailers
requests for medical inforaccessories. 40% off
mation in local healthcare
•1000 ft. of 3 in. pipe
facility. Full-time/part-time
*Used store fixtures.
Excellent pay. Experience
718 S. 4th Murray, KY
preferred. Send resume to
The BEST Corporation; NEW 2002 Jet 34 foot
PO Box 21189, Louisville, Hopper bottom grain trailer
w/shur-lock roll over tarp
KY 40221.
Murray
International
Trucks 270-753-1372 800626-5484.
Domestic & Childcare
STORAGE Buildings built
on site. Lowest price in
HOUSECLEANING
area.. Call 437-4877
436-2135 or 436-2052
STRAW for sale $2 bale
WILL DO GENERAL
Call 489-2436 if no anHOUSE CLEANING
swer, leave message
Call Linda 759-9553
WILL do house, office, and WEDDING gown Panachurch cleaning
753- sonic Camcorder Phone
1016
753-1529

SEAFOOD

MURRAY

41

160
Home Furnishings

Help Wanted

TACO )0HiCS
Start up to $7

GRANDPARENTS
DAY

• .cptember

060

060

Help Wanted

Notice
DELICIOUS Home
Grown Tomatoes
Perfect for canning
Call Tidwell Farms
753-9075
FOR lease: Hunters Paradise game Refuge. Deer
Turkey, Beaver, Coyote
Rabbit. Quail 270-4892116 If no answer leave
message
GET a Dish Network
Satellite system free,
installed free_
Requirements are easy,
Just take $21.99 per month
for 1yr & have a valid
credit or debit card Call
Beasley Antenna & Satellite at 759-0901 for more
information
PEACHES &
VEGETABLES,ETC
Copeland Orchards
Mayfield Ky 42066
623-8312
THINK PINK- Free drink
month of September, wear
something pink at Sandra
D's Diner (with purchase
of lunch/dinner) and your
drink is on us' -One pink
per person- please'
270-753-FOOD 94E
Remember Breast
Cancer Awareness.
WEEKEND Real Estate 5
-week license and class.
Begin 09.'06/01. Discount if
register by 08/31/01. Credit/ Debit cards welcome.
Member of Murray Chamber Deloise Adams, ACT
Approval School. 270-7920778.

060

WO extra for Shopper Clues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide) $2.5() extra for blind box ads.

- Position Available The Murray Ledger & Times is lookingfor the
right individual tofill an advertising representativ pill-time position. It may be you!
If.you enjoy working with and meeting new
people', are highly-motivated and energetic and
love a challenge', consider this job.
Candidate will he actively zvorking with
established local accounts, as well as developig
business accounts in a rapidly growing community.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, bonuses, and
paid gas allowance are all part of an excellent
benefit package.

omplete
are
Free Sitter Referral Service
References Available
Experienced Care For Elderly
Ashley Farley
270-759-8596
372 Tom Taylor Tr.
Murray, KY 42071

150

100

Business
Opportunity

Articles
For Bale

HOMEWORKERS
Needed.
S635 weekly processing
mail Easy! No experience
needed
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext 4605 24hrs

USED 3 hours. Cyclone
Rake $750 cash or trade
for 8HP Troy tiller $1,250.
Value.
A. Ruchalski
253 Scenic Valley Lane
New Concord, KY.
Hamlin area.
Anytime after 4pm.
No Phone Call.
s.
Party is deaf.

Computers
GATEWAY computer 566
MHZ, 20 GIG hardnve
$360 753-8630
KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
AMD computers $699
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service
On 121S

436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa, Mastercard
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556

An Equal Employ ment Employer

2 Whirlpool washer 550
each
*1 Whirlpool dryer $50
•1 Green flower print loveseat $30
•1 GE portable dishwasher
$25
753-1751
LIKE new refrigerator,
stove, and, washer'dryer
Call 753-3640
•
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

Appliance Parts

Interested individuals should send resume to.

-Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-H
Murray, KY 42071

Appliances

APPLIANCE PARTS
Ward Elkins
Court Square • Murray

On the Square
7SS-1713
160
Home Furnishings
BROYHILL couch, like
new, great
condition,
southwest design/colors
$300 436-5870

CREAM Broyhill couch &
loveseat with cherry trim
$325. Coffee table, 2 end
tables, corner cabinet,
wicker etagere, GE range
hood, microwave cart,
mauve lamps, 36" oak
vanity with white shell bowl
marble top $100. Almond
stove, works good $75.
382-2485.
LIVING room & kitchen
furniture, computer desk &
chair, entertainment center
all in excellent condition
Call 270-489-2226 for
more details,
Musical
ALTO Sax and case, 2
years old $900 OBO After 4pm 354-8991

Muskat
SLACK'S Piano's
Benton, KY
270-437-4432
offers tuning, repair, new,
used and rental pianos,
QRS Pianomation player
piano systems installed in
new or used pianos. Qualified references. NEW PIANOS: 44" ebony Story &
Clark (S&C) Prelude
$2,775; 42" ebony Brentwood $2,825. 44" mahogany S&C Prelude 53,265:
42" cherry S&C $3,975;
46" walnut S&C 54,365:
43" oak Charles R. Walter
$6,450: 5'4" ebony S&C
Prelude
grand
piano
w/Pianomation
player
$13,500. USED PIANOS:
Wurlitzer spinet $850;
Baldwin spinet $1,150;
Melville
Clark
spinet
$1,350
S&C
Prelude
$1,950.
YAMAHA alto saxophone
in sharp condition and a
Tiesco guitar, electric
474-9722

1985 Fleetwood 14x56.
2br., 1 bath. furnished
$4500. 436-5191.
1989 Cavalier 14x70, 3br,
2 bath. Corner lot 100 Fox
Meadows
CI.
#10.
$10,000. Kenny 753-8906
Denise 636-394-1109.
1993 16x80 Southridge,
3br. 2 bath, vaulted ceilings, 2 porch Must be
moved. $13,500. 474-8583
1996 Chandelier 16x80
2br. 2 bath, island kitchen,
fireplace, garden tub, 2
decks & storage Build,
C/H/A nice and clean,
need not to be moved
759-5061 after 7pm
1998 16x80 Sunpoint
Fleetwood, 3br. 2 bath, E7 Coach Estates, Murray.
Like new $18,000. For
showing 753-6509 Owner
554-5635.
4BR , 2 bth doublewide
w/lot Priced to sell Call
767-0176 after 5 30pm or
leave message
i-OR sale a 1988 Fair Vista. 14x72 mobile home,
with carport and storage
building on a 6 tenth acre
wooded lot at 1211 Lynn
Lawson Road, Murray, Ky.
Approximately 5.1 miles
northwest of Murray off
Hwy
121
Priced at
$28,000 or best offer.
For more information
call 270-767-2265
extension 386.

Mobile Homes For Rent
2br house nice and clean
On private lot, 7 miles east
of Murray Linzy Bean resident Call 436-2582
2BR, 2 bath, private lot
Furnished Between Coldwater & Stella (270)4892116 If no answer leave
message

NICE 16x60 2br, 2 full
bath mobile home 4 miles
from Murray.
(731)782-3221
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866

LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866
Business Rentals
APPX 1,500 sq ft., good
location, heavy traffic.
Rent monthly or long term
lease.
500 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky
Call for more info,
Daytime 1-877-726-4077
after 5pm 901-644-3625.
FOR Rent: Metal Building,
406 Sunberry Circle Can
be used for 2 shops, good
condition. Se Carlos Black
or call 436-2935.
HIGHWAY 641 NorthUniversity Square, heavy
traffic, ample parking, up
to 4,000 sq ft Available in
30 days
753-1492 Century 21
Loretta
Apartments For Rent
1 & 2br Apartments, Kirk
sey. Appliances furnished.
Coleman RE 759-4118
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109
1&2 bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984,
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1BR & Studio apt near
MSU. partial utilities'. Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay.
Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR efficiency (2 room)walk to MSU partial utilities
paid. $285. 753-1492.
1BR, like new, appliances.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR.
furnished
apt.
$225/mo. + deposit No
pets. 121 N next to Fairgrounds. 753-3139.
2BR, 1 bath, 2 car garage.

Wr54115113711
2BR, Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper.
C/H/A $300 Also 2br,
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR.. duplex Stove, refrigerator, air conditioner,

RENTED
2BR., garbage, water. Deposit & lease required.
$265/mo. 753-8355
2BR., townhouse Brick,
C/H/A. all appliances.
Clean, nice_ Northwood
Dr. 1yr lease. No pets.
753-3153
7537900.
3BR., garbage, water. Deposit & lease required.
$275/mo. 753-8355
4-5 Bedrooms- 1.5 blocks
to MSU- partial utilities
paid- gas heat- new appliances. 753-1492.
4BR Townhouse
Coleman RE
7594118
4br, Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118
FOR Rent 2br Duplex,
$300 p,month water paid
301 N 7th 759-5073.320
FOR rent: 2br Duplexs,
$350.- up. 759-4406.
HOUSE 3. 4 bedroom
Central air/heat 1,2,3,
Apartments furnished near
MSU
753-1252 753-0606

FORREST VIEW
APARTMENTS
1213 N. 16th St.• Murray .10'

Accepting applications.
I & 2 bedroom to nhouses.
central heat & air.
Basic Rent starting at $315.00
Office Hours: 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

Call (270)753-1970
11)1) 1.11011
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Storage Rentals

Services Offered

Services Offered

MUST See'
Doll house in town 3br, 1
bath, large lot $66,000
Call Campbell Realty
759-8780
NICE 3br, 1 bath home
with C/N/A, large fenced-in
LARGE new 2br, C/H/A
yard, new carpet and
super low utilities, applianmany updates Upper 60's
ces, utility room, no pets,
quiet. $410/mo deposit re- A five bedroom two bath 1633 Hamilton 753-7093
quired. Call 753-8828.
house at 108 N 7th Zon- LOOKING for something
NEAR MSU Ideal for MSU ed for business or office different? Not a brick
students Furnished pri- $69,000 Call 759-4730
ranch. Open floor plan.
vate bedrooms, microSunken Family room with
wave, and refrigerator in
skylights and bay window.
each, share kitchen and
wrap around deck 3br, 2
living room All appliances
bath,
2,000 sq. ft.. central
DOG Obedience
furnished in kitchen, cable,
gas heat & air Lots of
Trainer
Master
water, trash pickup, and
shade. 570's. 216 Wood436-2858
electricity paid by owner
lawn Ave Call 436-5067
No pets. Call 759-4805 af470
Uvestock & Supplies
ter 5pm
Motorcycles & ATVs
NICE 2br. duplex w/car&
Orchard
port. 1817 Ridgewood Dr TIMOTHY
grass hay for sale $2 00 a 2001 CR 80 Expert, good
753-7457.
bale, also 4500 tobacco condition. pro circuit pipe
RED OAKS APTS.
sticks 15c each 1996 and silencer, funs like
Special
Horse trailer, 2 new $2,800. 435-4201
Shelby
$100 Deposit
horse
slant
load $3,000 call after 4pm
1BR From $280
95 Honda XR 250R
OBO (731)498-8006
2BR From $325
4
stroke $1,600 080
Call Today!
753-1529
753-8668.
Real Estate
CHILD'S red Impulse 50cc
Southside Manor Apts
4 wheeler.
Like
new
1, 2 & 3br apts
HALEY Professional
$1,000 270-753-7925, no
Section 8 housing
Appraising
answer, leave message
753-8221
270-759-4218
EHO
"For What It's Worth"
Spoil Utility Vehicles
REDUCED
2BR brick duplex, new ap- FOUR Duplex in Mayfield
DOUBLE DUTY CAMPUS
pliances, WD hookup,
All rented, very nice
Central heat & air, storage
BEAUTY! 4x4 Chevy Ta(270)898-7042
shed. Quiet area.
hoe New coat & shoe
440
436-5685.
Runs great Now save
Lots For Sale
$565, off blue book 4365035
(2) 3/4 acre lots. 7 miles
For Reed
490
North, Murray. 753-1967.
Used Cars
2 - 4br Houses
2 (3/4) acre lots. 4 miles
Near downtown
North of Murray. $10.0Q0 1987 Chrysler New York
753-4109
OBO. Must sell. 270-759- er, 4 door, auto $1,450
4189.
2 2br homes for rent
0130 753-6870
Call Olive Branch Realty
3 lots
1987 Nissan Pulsar NX.
12x50 bld water, septic. 1 automatic. A/C, radio, P/S.
767-9900 for details
block from boat ramp. T-top. Good condition,
28R, C/H/A, no pets
510,500, OBO 759-5945 needs tires, 121K $1.875.
$375 p/month
436-6320.
Call 759-1987
Call 436-5610.
2BR, lake home, walking LOTS for sale Starting at, 1992 Mercury Topaz. 1
distance to Paris Landing $11,000 Price includes owner, 113,xxx
miles.
Marina. Sun room, hard- water, septic & driveway. Sharp $1995. 753-9751.
wood floor, fireplace. It's Also land home packages 1993 Cadillac Seville. Experfect for young couple or 270-437-4838
cellent condition. 55,400.
2 college people.
759-0905 leave message.
901-644-3283.
Farms For Sate
1996 Dodge Intrepid. 1
2BR, lease & deposit reowner_ $5000 OBO. 270quired. No pets. Call after 25 acres 5br , 2 bath 753-1410.
4:00 753-1728.
house. Needs work. Nice 89 Toyota Camry 4 door.
2BR. near MSU. $350/mo, 120x60 barn. Lynnville automatic, cold air, all
with stove, refrig., w&d, area $49.900 firm 731- power, $1,400. 753-0114
ceiling fans, Lease/depos- 247-3068
'90 Cadillac Seville 4 door,
it, references, no pets.
white, w/red leather power
753-1059.
recliner lumbar seats
Acreage
2BR., 1 1/2 bath. 2 miles
74,xxx miles 753-0114
from town.. Water furnish- 6.7 acres. 1 mile to lake,
FOR SALE
stove/refrigerator. building sites. $1200 per
ed,
Silver 1996 Plymouth
$275 + deposit, 753-1059 acre. Easy terms. 753Breeze, 4dr,
References required No 9302
good condition
pets.
Over 100,000 miles
If interested in buying call
2BR., 1 bath. Available im- ft) acres. 1 mile blacktop,
759-9215
mediately w/storage build- 1 mile to lake, building
ing. C/H/A, stove, refrig. sites. 5875 per acre
Wm;
Located @ 306 N. Cherry Terms 753-9302,
St Puryear, Tn. 11 miles
460
1993 Dodge Caravan, high
south of Murray. 5450/mo.
Homes For Safe
mileage but good condiCall 731-642-1622 ext 204
tion. 759-1602 or, can be
or 731-642-0834 after
2 older duplexes for sale seen at 96 Coles Camp6pm.
near campus NO REA- ground Road, Murray.
3-4 bedroom, sunroom, liv- SONABLE OFFER REingroom, large kitchen/din- FUSED SELLING NOW! 95 Mercury Villager van,
clean. 7 passenger. power
ing, 2.5 bath, utility with 753-2479
WC good tires. tinted winwashe & dryer. new cen3BR Brick Ranch, 2 car dows $5500
heating
air.
tral
&
garage, corner lot quiet
(270)436-5496
$560/month & deposit
neighborhood. Lease to
600
753-1378
sell or to buy. 759-3395.
Used Trucks
3BR, 1 bath, central 3BR , 2 bath on 27 fenced
heat/air, washer/dryer, car- acres
North Calloway
97 Dodge 3/4 ton diesel
port, major appliance in- area 270-753-1410
Excellent condition. loadcluded. 504 S. 8th St.
A five bedroom, two bath
ed. 71,xxx miles. $18,500
994-1898.
house near downtown at
3BR, 2 bath, nice neigh- 108 N 7th Can be used OBO (731)498-8006.
per as business 569.000 Call 99 GMC SL. 3/4 ton.
$1,000
borhood
month. Call 270-598-9525. 759-4730
white, 128,000 miles. Like
4BR , 1 1/2 bath D/R, EXCEPTIONAL 2br, den, new. Call 753-7785 or
kitchen & full basement large fenced backyard. 519-0322
Completely remodeled
double carport wistorage
C/H/A No pets $600/mo +
In a good neighborhood in
Campers
$600 deposit 753-6119 afcity. 753-5114. 759-8200.
ter 5pm
A five bedroom house with EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2 1983 12 1/2 Coachmen
two baths at 108 North bath, red brick, double lot, Camper, very good conditown edge. Call 753-4109
tion S4,000 080 7537th 759-4730
FOR SALE
9523
NICE & clean 2 bedroom,
refrigerator, stove, new 2br Duplex, Northwood
$72,000. 759-4406
washer & dryer, carport,
Boats & Motors

'MATTS MOWING•
759-2514
*Mowing *Landscaping
'Gutter-Cleaning

BURL'S Wrecker Service
24 hours, Fast Service
400 N 4th St
270-759-2295

A-1 Odd Jobs
From raking leaves to fixing leaky plumbing, No lob
too small. Call 270-5599655 or 270-436-5543
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates

CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
Friday Openings Available
•Lawn mowing,
*Landscaping,
*Bed mulching
Residental-Commerical
Free Estimates -Insured
270-753-6772
CPS Drywall Finishing
436-2052
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592.
DOES your car need
paint? We'll paint your car
or truck back to original
color for only $500 Call
759-0100 for details
FENCING
Midway Fence All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
Asphalt SEALCOATING
Call Ronnie Geunn
"The Asphalt Doctor"
*Compare our work
*Compare our prices
'References furnished
*Workmanship & Material
Guarantee
*Fully Insured
'Free Estimates
270-759-1953
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.
LEE'S

lletimanisPer,0led

LARGE 2br, 2 bath. appliances, W/D, microwave
furnished, large deck, inside
$600
garage
p/month $600 deposit
753-7953

NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753 2905 or 7537536

storage sled, No pets.
Rent & deposit 5400, Call
753-7920.
THREE bedroom/ one
bath Located five miles
east of Murray. $375 per
month plus security/ cleaning deposit Rental application and on-going thirty
(30) day contract required.
No inside pets.
Call (270)489-2506 evenings

FOR Sale by Owner
3br, 2 bath. C/H/A, gas 1994 Chaparral 180 LS
heat 2000+ sq ft including Ski Boat, Excellent condi2 car garage, vinyl siding. tion. Always kept inside
Includes trailer and lots of
80's. 270-767-9369
extras. $8.200. Please call
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
753-1573 or come and see
Priced like a fixer upper.
at 408 Nothwood Dr
and
new
everything
but
Apt. B
ready to move into 2br, 1
530
bath. carport, utility room.
Services Offered
$39,900.
435-4632 or 559-8510
HANDYMAN Special 5br
2 bath, double garage.
$15.000 Lynnville area
All Major Appliances
731-247-3068
and Most Major Brands
CREEKVIEW STORAGEJUST Reduced
520-$40 On Center Drive
to $139.900
Behind Tom's Grille
On The Square • Muria,
3br, 2 bath Over
759-4081
(270) 753-1713
2000sqff. brick Looks like
call
wait
new
Don't
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
A affordable hauling junk
Campbell Realty today'
*Inside climate control
clean up. tree work, gutter
270-759-8780
storage
cleaning 436-2867
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
*Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600
YOU SHOW US:
*Average credit (not perfect)• Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU.
•100% loan, no money down • Flexible. forgoing prograii
*Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
All Size Units
Available
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • la, ,.
753-7407 • III N. 12th Si. suite 11

WE SERVICE
Ward-Elkins

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

Global Mortgage Link

753-3853

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished Quality Workmanship Affordable Rates Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction'
Remodeling* Repairs*
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building. additions,
remodeling. Rotten floors,
sagging roofs. Home &
Mobile repair. vinyl siding.
References, Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.
ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving
Specializing in:
*Driveways. *Parking lots,
*Subdivision paving, *Seal
coating. *Stripping,
'Chip & seal.
Fully insured,
Locally owned & operated.
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537.
Asphalt Seal Coating
Travis Asphalt Sealing
*Driveways
*Parking lots
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

Offered
MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555
ROOF LEAKING')
Call a professional
Residential. Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
SMALL JOBS
Can't find anyone to do the
small Jobs? Call Bill Settle
753-9708. Garage doors,
openers, decks, siding. additions and repairs.
A time to take care of your
home, Affordable work
done to perfection building, remodeling. additions.
porches, decks, roofing,
siding, concrete, fences,
furniture design, and restoration, Free Estimates
753-4380

Fro,Column
FREE kittens Phone 753
4964

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

CARPET

753-1916

CLEANING
*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
'Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying
753-5827.

M & T Painting

A

Now scheduling fall
work. Immediate openings
for interior/exterior painting.
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

270-759-4979
NEED A CAR?
GET A CAR YOU WANT & CREDIT YOU DESERVE
BY CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE
3
MNO

6

FREE!
Totally
Confidential
Call Ruthie or Dennis
753-2222
24 Hrs. 1-800-953-2050
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•
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Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday.
Aug. 29, 2001.
This year, give up some of your nitpicking and look at the big picture. Creativity
spews forth as if it were lava from an
active volcano. Understand more of what
others want, and you find ways to have
both ends meet. If you do not use your
creativity, you might not be very happy.
If you are single. romance will score high
on your list of priorities, and you are also
focused on getting what you ultimately
want. You mix pragmatic and idealistic.
If you are attached, you'll gain a new
addition to your household. Don't panic.
You could be looking at a puppy, or a
grandchild. CAPRICORN has similar
concerns but is more intense.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic:
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so, 1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
**** A meeting provides many leadership ideas Suggestions tax your mind
as you sort through options Be happy
that there are so many paths to where you
want to go. Ultimately you make a wise
choice that others respect. Tonight.
Check in on a relative
TAURUS (Apnl 20-May 20)
***** Stretch your wings and your
mind as you explore different resources
If you are considenng a seminar or a new
computer, you don't have much to lose.
Explore options that you haven't deemed
possible before. Don't say "no" to mental growth. Tonight: Discuss choices with
someone in the know.
GEMLN1(May 21-June 201
***** Walk past your gregarious
and playful nature, and choose to deal
with another head-on Discussions bnng
extremely positive results Another
knows that you care and responds to the
opportunity' you present Work step by
step with this person. Tonight: Evaluate
your motives in helping another.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You won't want to screen
calls or cut off conversations. You like

neigini*smn
Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.
5.000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

SERVICE
DIRECTORY
r7:
:jrr-n
2

From Your
Special Angel

what you hear and feel much more a part
of what is going on. Work with others. In
fact, you bubble with happiness around
groups and fnends. Popularity has its
advantages! Tonight: Pick and choose
your company.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** No matter what anyone says, a
fulfills
work
day's
you
good
Concentrate on work, while knowing a
long weekend is on the honzon. You gain
a sense of satisfaction and financial control because of how you proceed. Clear

Divorce? • Bad Credit? • Bankruptcies?

DEF

Birthday
Jack Wagar

HaPPY

;
11

—Moving
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured

your desk. Tonight: Spnng loose from
responsibilities.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
** You might even impress
yourself with your unusually creative
approach to your life and work. Toss caution to the wind for the day. Others
delight in your playful nature and endless
ideas. Spread good news. Enjoy the
happy faces around you. Tonight: Take a
midweek romp.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Explore fundamentals, making
sure you meet your personal requirements. Family plays a big role in decisions in the coming weekend. Deal with
work and errands with an eye to an early
weekend Follow instincts with a personal matter. Tonight: Clear off your desk at
home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
***** Return calls and get as much
done as possible. Communicate what is
on your mind. Examine what is going on
with a friend who might need your help
in explonng options. Your sensitivity
means a lot. Tonight: Clear errands on
the way home. Visit with a pal, too.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 211
**** Stabilize finances. Pay bills and
put aside your weekend play money;
after all, you'll want to celebrate the last
unofficial weekend of summer in style.
Return calls to someone at a distance and
share news. Extend an invitation to a
loved one. Tonight: Your treat
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 191
***** Your smile glimmers and
draws others in Few can resist your
charms when you are like this. Consider
gossip with an eye to your source.
Possibly this person means well but is
distorting the information. Walk through
work, clearing the field for a long weekend. Tonight: Anything you want.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181
*** Take a deep breath and think
through a decision that involves an
important association. Don't do anything
you ultimately might regret. Play it
uncharacteristically conservative. In the
long run, you'll gain. Dig into paperwork. Tonight: Get a head start on tomorrow.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Hook up with co-workers
and associates. Don't linger on unnecessary information. Others seek you out,
though you might want to return calls
and clear out paperwork. Once you complete needed tasks, you can spend more
time visiting. Tonight: Whatever puts a
smile on your face.
BORN TODAY
Musician Michael Jackson (19581,
actress Ingnd Bergman (1915). actress
Rebecca De Mornay (1961)

11111 P

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning

#1 & #2 available in most colors

'Acid Cleaning Available

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

David's Home Improvement
•Replace rotten or water damaged floors
•Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
•Replace or repair water and drain lines.
•Install moisture barriers
P/us...all other home improvements

1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lambs

Lamb Brothers
' Tree Service
I

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

LICENSED & INSURED

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates

901-247-5422

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Free Ertimates

Tre. irtrnmir;,-

24 Hr Service

Cleanup Si'

Hedge Trimming Full Line or
F.papment
Tree & Stump
Paul Lamb

To Advertise Your Business Call
Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916
To Get More Information.

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carty A High Price

Phone (270) 759-4734

44
111
vertat$

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

VISA
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DR. GOTT

DEAR DR. GOTT: I have nephrotic
syndrome. Unable to control the disease with Lasix, my doctor performed
a kidney biopsy that showed glomerulosclerosis. In addition to my Lasix, 1
now take 60 milligrams of prednisone
every other day. Is my doctor on the
right track?
DEAR READER: Nephrotic syndrome is a serious, chronic kidney disorder, marked by excess excretion of
protein in the urine, insufficient protein in the blood stream, edema
(swelling from fluid retention) and
increased blood fats (especially cholesterol).
The syndrome has many causes,
including cancer, nephritis, diabetes,
leukemia, lupus and allergies, to mention a smattering. The severity of the
nephrotic syndrome depends, in large
part, upon how many of the kidneys'
filtration units (glomeruli) are damaged. The most serious form —and
the kind most likely to result in renal
failure —is glomerulosclerosis (scarring and shrinkage of the glomeruli).
Thus, in your case, the doctor is
making an heroic effort to prevent further damage (by using prednisone, a
steroid) and to stimulate the remaining kidney tissue (with Lasix, a diuretic).
Patients with nephrotic syndrome
often suffer from abdominal pain,
muscle wasting, puffiness, malaise,
poor urine volume and, eventually,
renal shutdown. The diagnosis is
made by blood tests, urinalysis and
kidney biopsy.
The prognosis depends on the
cause of affliction. Some patients
recover completely. For example, if
the disorder is caused by an allergy to
a drug, stopping the medicine will frequently lead to recovery. At the same
time, nephrotic syndrome secondary'
to cancer or intrinsic renal disease

CALL

CRIME 341
STOPPERS
OF MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY INC.

may be impossible to control, much
less to cure. Patients with end-stage
kidney disease may need dialysis or
kidney transplant in order to survive.
From the limited information you
supply, I must conclude that your doctor is on the right track. Nephrotic
syndrome is, however, an exceedingly
complex disorder. In my opinion, you
should be under the care of nephrologists, kidney specialists who could
provide valuable assistance to your
doctor and supervise any complicated
therapy, such as dialysis.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Kidney Disorders." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send ;2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to Newsletter, P.O.
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there any new
treatment for irritable bowel syndrome?
DEAR READER: Irritable bowel
syndrome (IBS or spastic colon) is a
common functional disorder. By
"functional" I mean that patients With
this affliction have no demonstrable
physical cause; the primary problem
appears to be in the way the bowel
functions. Gas, bloating, abdominal
distress and constipation/diarrhea
occur in cycles, often without warning. The syndrome is frequently related to stress and anxiety. IBS is a diagnosis of exclusion; it must be differentiated from more serious bowel disorders — such as infection or cancer —
by blood tests, X-rays and other medical investigations.
Treatment includes anti-spasmodic
medication, therapy for constipation
or diarrhea and stress counseling. To
my knowledge, there is no new medication or therapy for this condition.
Patients with IBS usually can identify
certain foods and situations that worsen their symptoms; in these cases,
avoidance is helpful.

DEAR ABBY: Your response to
DEAR ABBY: I'm writing in
response to "Out-of-Work Mom," "Out-of-Work" was a little outdated.
who was disturbed because she was I am a newspaper reporter with a
rejected by potential employers pierced tongue. Like several other
when they noticed her pierced professionals here, I wear my piercings to work.
tongue and multiple ear piercings.
Fortunately, my employers
Just as her piercings and tattoos
reflect her personal style and val- looked at my skills and professionues, a business owner's employees alism, not at the metal stud in my
reflect his or hers. Like it or not, tongue — which I wore to my intercustomers judge the business by the view and was hired anyway. Wish
appearance and behavior of the "Out-of-Work" luck for me.
PIERCED BUT PROFESSIONAL
frontline employees. It makes sense
IN PENNSYLVANIA
that an employer will hire those who
present themselves in a way that's
DEAR PIERCED PROFEScompatible with the image the busiSIONAL: You are not the only
ness owner wants to project.
If she really wants to find pierced professional who piped
employment that will help her pro- up. Read on:
vide well for herself and her daughDEAR ABBY: Tell that young
ter, "Mom" should consider leaving
her individuality at home. (I wish woman to take heart. I am the
administrative assistant to the Canayou well, Young Mother.)
AN OLDER MOTHER IN TEXAS dian president of a large U.S.-based
company, and I have had my tongue
DEAR OLDER MOTHER: pierced for almost a year now. My
That letter generated a flurry of boss wasn't aware my tongue was
pierced until I told him one day,
mail. Read on:
three months after I was hired.
Times are changing, and "conserDEAR ABBY: Someone should
inform "Out-of-Work Mom" that vative" companies must get with it
many people do base their attitudes or they'll miss out on some talented
on first impressions. Is she big employees over a couple of little
enough not to cop an attitude when pieces ofjewelry.
MOM IN TORONTO,CANADA
that happens? I agree that she has
every right to pierce whatever she
DEAR MOM: You could be
wants — but if she can't stand the
backlash, she shouldn't blame it on right — but judging from the
mail I received from the busiothers. The choice was hers.
PREVIOUS EMPLOYER IN MICH. ness world, you are fortunate to
have a very liberal employer.
DEAR PREVIOUS EMPLOYER:
I agree.Read on:

DEAR ABBY: As a job interviewer, if that young woman walked into
my office with a tongue ring, the
interview would be over. Not
because I think a tongue ring is
freaky, but because I think it is inappropriate for a job interview — as
are shorts, jeans, transparent clothing, T-shirts and visible underwear.
Experience has shown me
that every time we have made
allowances for an applicant's odd
behavior in a job interview, we have North dealer.
gone on to have performance prob- Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
lems with that employee.
+ A 763
SERIOUS INTERVIEWER,SILV Q62
VER SPRING, MD.
•A J 9 5
DEAR INTERVIEWER: In
+K4
fairness, not all employers are
EAST
WEST
as rigid in their thinking as you. * J
* K Q108
Read on:
V A 10 9 4
•J 7 5
Copyr-i,ght 2901. Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
•8762
• 103
+9
+Q1076532
SOUTH
+9542
V K83
•K Q 4
4A J8
The bidding:
West
South
North East
Pass
Pass
2 NT
1•
3 NT
Opening lead — five of hearts.
Desperate situations call for
desperate measures.And although
a measure born of desperation is
not very likely to succeed,it might
offer the only chance for survival.
Today's deal provides a case in
point. There would have been no
story ifWest had led a club against
three notrump. South would have
won the trick with the jack and
conceded a heart to secure nine
ME,)
ARE
MAYBE HE INVITED YOU
tricks.
ILIST SICK
BECAUSE YOU'RE A FRIEND
I HOPED tOE
But West decided to lead a
AND HE WANTS YOU TO
COULD ALWAYS
heart,
explaining afterward that
THAT
HE'S HAPPY.
SEE
8.E FRIENDS,
he
no side entry to his clubs
had
AND THAT HE'D
even if they became established.
BE HAPPY.

(270) 753-9500

co

ATH
WHY WOULD An)
EX-BOYFRIEND INVITE ME
7 WHAT'S
TD HIS WEDDING'
THE ULTERIOR MOTIVE...
...THE SECRET AGENDA?!

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Born of Desperation
Declarer played low from dunimy
and won East's nine with the king.
Atthis stage,South placed West
with heart length, most likely including the ace. In that case, a
ninth trick could be developed later
by leading a heart toward the
queen.
In the meantime, South reasoned, little harm could come from
trying to score a trick with thejack
of clubs. So at trick two, he led a
club to the king and returned a club
toward the A-J,planning to finesse.
One can only imagine his shock
when East showed out, discarding
a diamond.
Since there was no point in
playing thejack now —West would
win and return a club to establish
his suit — declarer put up the ace
and mulled things over. If West
had the ace of hearts, the contract
could no longer be made, so South
now had to assume that East held
that card and could be endplayed.
This could happen onlyifEast could
be forced into the lead with a spade
without West winning a spade trick.
So after taking the ace ofclubs,
South cashed the ace ofspades and
four diamond tricks, East discarding a heart on the last diamond.
Declarer then led a spade. East
scored the K-Q-10 but had to lead a
heart from the A-10 to dummy's
queen at the end, and the contract
was home.

CROSSWORDS
35 Folksinger
Pete —
38 Arrow poison
39 French yes
41 Split
42 Failure
43 Capsules
45 Drivers' org.
46 Plural ending
47 Causing to
tip
49 Duchovny ID
50 Doddering
52 Transport
54 Oldfashioned
55 Touches
upon
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WHO WAS THAT 7
--MIRA 60fliNSKI SHE
WANTS ME To FIND
A DIFFERENT-COLORED
OUTFIT TO WEAR To
THE WEDDING

WELL.THis &Ives you A

vou'VE_ GOT LOTS OF
CLOTHES,HONEy

CHANCE TO GC
SHOPPING'

THAT'S NOT

15-IE POINT!
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A WOMAN CANNOT
SHOP FOR C-LOTHING
IF SHE FEE_LS
OVERWEIGHT OR
ANGRtil

HAD my SUIT
FOR
MONTHS
NOW.
ITS NOT
FAIR4
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IF YOU CONTINUE TO
LIE THERE LIKE THAT,
8, YOU'RE GOING TO ATROPHY!

I'D GO TO THE DICTIONARY
TO LOOK THAT UP, BUT MY
LEC/5 HAVE WITHERED

Ime•
I)
got
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1 Low-cut
shoes
6 Antic
11 TV butler
12 Tea type
14 — hoc
15 Devise
unfairly
(2 wds
17 Negative
prefix
18 Mild
expletive
20 Musical key
21 Birds — -feather
22 Coup d —
24 Evergreen
tree
25 Stalk
26 Citrus fruits
28 Walks on
30 Consumed
31 Night bird
32 Howard or
Finona
1
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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1 Having feet
2 Not (prefix)
3 Ida time
4 Tiny opening
5 Puts out
6 Mod
paintings
4

(2 wds )
7 Defeat
soundly
8 High
mountain

5

8

9

10

11
141
n
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WHEN I START SCHOOL
NEXT WEEK,WILL I SET THE
SAME DESK I HAD LAST'(EAR'
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Forty years ago
Calloway County Sheriff Cohen
Stubblefield has released the list of
names drawn for jury duty in the
September term of Calloway
County Circuit Court.
Tar Ezell of Murray has been
named a member of the State Resources, Research and Development
Advisory Council Committee by
Kentucky Gov. Bert T. Combs.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Mitchell, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. W.O. Vaughn, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles I. Miller, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Hester
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Higgins.

Fifty years ago
The walkout at Murray Manufacturing Company was settled late
yesterday afternoon and all employees were back to their jobs today.
Thirty years ago
The walkout started Aug. 24.
Joe Doron of Murray was master
Eleven Jersey cows belonging to
of ceremonies and featured artist for E.P. Heater, Coldwater Road, Murthe Jaycee Country Music Caravan ray, were killed while standing unheld Aug. 27 at 8 p.m. at Calloway der a tree when lightning struck
County Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Aug. 27 about noon.
Births reported include a girl to
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Piontek, Aug. Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Holden,
14; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Aug. 23.
Morton, Aug. 13; a girl to Mr. and

Tomorrow: Nip and tuck.
02001 King Features Syndicate Inc
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Mrs. Don Murray, Aug. 17; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Don Veatch and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley King, Aug.
18; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Thorn and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Ballard, Aug. 19.
Mr. and Mrs. W.P. Outland were
married 60 years Aug. 27.

Twenty years ago
Six signs, labeling Murray as an
"All Kentucky City- 1280" have
been placed at various entrances to
the city.
Andy Jobs, son of Sid and
Loretta Jobs, and Tony Bloom, son
of Tom and Anne Bloom, were presented their Eagle Scout badges,
highest award in Boy Scouting, at a
city-wide court of honor at First
United Methodist Church.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Anderson,
July 23; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Larry G. Stubblefield, Aug. 20; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. William Hornbuckle, Aug. 24.

4=0 NI I

CI"X 1 L_V
WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE PART)
OF SUMMER VACATION, ELMO?

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of volunteers repairing the recent vandalism
damage at Hazel City Cemetery.
The New Orleans group, The
Dukes of Dixieland, will open the
concert season of the Murray Civic
Music Association Oct. 17.
Births reported include a girl to
Dr. and Mrs. James W. Courtney,
Aug. 15; a boy to Carolyn and Darrin Miller, Aug. 20, a boy to Valerie
and Marty Koon, Aug. 21; a girl to
Loraine and Timmy Burke-en, Aug.
22:.

il

9 Not at all
10 Stabbed
11 Hard bread
roll
13 Metric weight
units
16 Roman 1.051
19 Harmed
21 Earache
23 A word - —
wise
25 Drain
27 Born (Fr.)
29 Fish eggs
32 Conceals
33 Brand new
34 Filthy
35 Quartz
36 Dodges
37 Prepared
40 Last mo.
43 Mound
44 Supercilious
person
47 Small bird
48 Afncan
antelope
51 Sodium
symbol
53 Green
Mountain
St

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 28, the
240th day of 2001. There are 125
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 28, 1963, 200,000 people participated in a peaceful civil
rights rally in Washington D.C.,
where the Rev. Martin Luther King
Jr. delivered his "I Have a Dream"
speech in front of the Lincoln Memorial.
On this date:
In 1916, Italy's decl&ration of
war against Germany took effect
during World War I.
In 1947, legendary bullfighter
Manolete was mortally wounded by
a bull during a fight in Linares,
Spain; he died the following day at
age 30.
In 1955, Emmett Till, a black
teen-ager from Chicago, was abducted from his uncle's home in
Money, Miss., by two white men
after he had supposedly whistled at
a white woman; he was found murdered three days later.
In 1968, police and anti-war
demonstrators clashed in the streets
of Chicago as the Democratic National Convention nominated Hubert H. Humphrey for president.
One year ago: Authorities in
Peru announced that four years after military judges convicted
American Lori Berenson of planning a rebel attack, the military had
overturned her life sentence, clearing the way for a new civilian trial.
Berenson, who maintained her innocence, was convicted last June of
"terrorist collaboration" and sentenced to 20 years in prison.
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